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ARE MADE PLAIN BY THE The chearion was put to Mr. Sara
teit.KS OF HER PEACE as to any 'possibility of condict with
the United States in the future, as
  ENVOYS. euggested by some of the American
press at the outbreak of the war, and
Mr. Sato asked what 'could bring
about such a conflict.
When it was suggested that Japan
mi ht covet the Philippine islepds, he
laughed heartily and replied that Ja-
pan would not have the Philippine is-
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Thinks War Will End With the Con-




monument ever erected to any for monumenteignee in Japan was that to Commo-
e_Perry, and the policy and oone
duct of the American people for the For Paducah
last fifty years has been one ic•f 'help i
to us. We regard America as an ally
without a treaty.
•
New York, July ea.—That Japan
ail! demand an indemnity of Russia
in the negotiations for peace, and that
the war will be declared at an end at
the conclusion of the negotiations at
Portsmouth, N. H., next month, is
the belief of Baron Kornura, head of
the Japanese peace delegation, who
arrived here today, as voiced by ?d-
inar Sato, who is the official spokes-
man for the baron on this mission.
Mr. Sato, in an interview last night
said:
"I am oonfident that peace wiH be
successfully negotiated by the appoint
et! delegations The Japanese will be
guided by moderation, and no exces-
sive deneands will be made; but the
sentiment in Japan end Russia is for
peace, and in the interests of humani-
ty and propriety there must be peace.
"The cost to Japan, however, has
been yery great. On both sides the
toss has been e7o,000 men, Russia
losing 370,000 of these. The war is
costing Japan one milii•on dollars a
clay, and there is a feeling that there
ought to be an indemnity."
Adced ai to the probability of an
artnistice. Mr. Sato said that proba-
bly would be among the first ques-
tions the plenipotentiaries would con-
sider. flasing the form of the nego-
tiations on previous negotiationa. Ja-
pan will make the demands for Rus-
sia's oortsideraticrn, be said.
"The peace terms while held in-
violate by those who know their text,
were formulated by the emperor of
Japan and his council"
Mr. Sato was asked if, in the flush
of victory, the Japanese people would
not feel entitled tio more than any
treaty would allow, and Mr Sato
said
"The Japanese are not so gentle as
to abide by any decision we may make
but they pay great respect to the of-
fices of President Roosevelt and his
acts have done a great deal to em-
phasize else need for peace."
Mr. Sato further said that the Jap-
anese would prefer to have the Dego-
tietione in the English language, as
neither Baron Komura nor himself
speak French. The matter, however,
aould be settled after President
Roosevelt had met the two represent-
atives.
As to the attitude of the Japanese
toward the Russian defegatee, Mr.
Sato said:
"We admire M Witte and Baron
Rosen. The announcement of M.
Witte's appointment to the peace par-
ty WAY more wekome tio us than that
of any other person could have been.
-We recognize him as a great states-
man."
Mr. Sato emphasized the announce-
ment made frequently before that Ja-
pan does not seek territorial aggrand
izement, and on that point the speaker
said:
"We wane in Manchuria equal op-
portunity, or what Mr. Hay called the
'open door.'"
In respoor to the other questions
Mr. Sato said Japan is over-populat-
ed and that in the opening of Man-
churia and Korea an attractive field
fa eimmigtalliath would be.. .notate;
home than offered in Hawaii or Amer
Mr. Sato staid that while a desire
for peace was the sentiment of Japan,
it was not a desire for peace at any
price.
"Japan is in a very prosperous con-
dition at prevent," he said, "and the
war talon do not fale heavily upon the
people yet. There 'has already been
subscribed $250,000,000 to a new inter-
nal loan, and our prosperity is further
indicated by the success of our for-
eign bovine."
As to Japan's attitude toward Amer
ica ,Mr. Sato laughingly asked: "Yon
mean the yellow peril?" and ehen be-
came more enthusinetic in his conver-
sation than upon any previous topic.
He said*.
"We are almost boyish in our en-
thusaawn and frieindeldp for America.
While we are friendly with China as
Orientals. our greatest friends are
America 'and England. Why, the first
KENTUCKY MAN
MADE PRESTDENT.
Retail Coal Dealers for Kentucky and
Tennessee Organize.
Louisville, Ky., July 26.—Roted
coal dealer.. of Kentucky and Tennes-
see perfected their organizaion and
200 members will hold the annual
meeting. Their chief governing body
will consist of nine director,-three
from Kentucky, three from Tennessee
and three at large. All officers will
be elected by the convention save the
treasurer, who will be appointed by
the executive board. E. P. Fristoe,
of Mayfield, Ky., was elected presi-
dent; W. T. Atkinson, of Clarksville,
Tenn., vice president, and G T. Rider,
of Louisville, treasurer.
A SUCCESSFUL OPERATION.
Performed on Rojestvensky, and His
Conifition Is Satisfactory.
Tokio, July .36.—Rear Admiral Rea
jestvensky has undergone a euccealls
ful operation. A wound on his
head was opened and a small piece
bone was removed. His condition ti
conwidered satisfactory.
Nipped In Bud
SAM PAYNE'S WIFE ELOPED
WITH E. H. HILL LAST
NIGHT.
Husband and Officers Capture Them
at Epperson, Where They Had
Gone to Catch a Train.
Sam Payne, the colored porter #
the saloon of Mark Brazaliorro, on
South Third street near Broadway,
last evening "nipped in the bud" the
attempt+ of the negro brick contrac-
tor, E. H. Hill, to steal the former's
eife. With officers he captured the
recreant pair up at Epperson, five
miles out of town, where they had
walked to board the Hopkinevile
passenger train getting out of here
shortly after 8 o'clock in the evening.
They were brought back.
Panne states that for quite a while
Hill has been hanging around his
home at 758 Jackson street, and that
he told the intruder he had better
keep away to avoid trouble and keep
people from talking. Hill persisted
though, and seemed to have weaned
the affections of Payne'h wife, as last
evening when the saloon porter went
home after finishing his daily toil he
found that Hill and his wife had bunt/
•led the lattera trunk into a wagon,
en* it to the depot and then skipped
out. Payne notified the officers and
Detectives Moore and Baker went to
the depot and there found that Hill
and the other's wife had bought ticks
,cts for Princeton and checked their
trunk to that city, to be carried.slete'
on the Hopkinsvitle train. The y
pair could not be fotmd around the
depot though, and it then developed
they had feared attempts at deter-
so walked five miles up the rail-
road to Epperson where they intend-
ed to catch the train and avoid capt-
ure. Their plane were frustrated, as
Detective Baker got on the engine
tea/ling the Hopkinsville accommoda
lion and_ Officer Hurley remained in
die baggage coach with Payne, who
also went along. Their vigilance was
rewarded, as when the train rolled up
to Epperson, there stood Hill and
Payne's wife. They aerere both ar-
rested, a farmer's weloo procured
end all brought back to town. The
re'c'reant pair were taken to the city
hall where the aggrieved husband
started to get out wareants for them,
but finally changed hi* mind and re-
fused to prosecute. At this both went
released and departing from the hall
Hill went one way, the woman a
cr, and Payne in stiff an opposite
rection.
Hill belongs to the "Colored
moving in what is known as 901C
for the d,arkies, and is also con
with a number of lodges.
The trunk of the Payne
went on to Princeton for which
it was checked, as the depot ba
master refused to tdrn it over to,
detective.
THE CONFEDERATE VETER-
ANS WILL TAKE UP THIS
QUESTION.
Many Citizens Advocate Erecting a
Structure Upon Lawn in Front
of Carnegie Library.
A very commendable project has
een started here in the city and will
redound to the credit of the present
generation in recognizing the merit
and worth of the wormen who stood
unflinchingly in hearty support of the
Lost Cause during the troublous days
f the civil war. The movement
looks towards the erection here in
Paducah of a 'handsome monument
commemorative of the unswerving
devotion of the women of this city
to the Southern cause and already
many of the leading business mien
and others have spoken as being
heartily in favor of the project which
they will support both with funds and
peineial influence. r
At the last meeting of the James
T. Walbert camp of Confederate vet-
erans, a letter was read from a Sou-
thern general asking the Paducah
people to subscribe to a fund being
raised, with the object in view of
erecting a fine monument in some
Southern city, to the memory of the
women of the Confederacy. Mr. To-
iseph Ullman, of the local camp, was
chosen as 'chairman of the commit-
tee to get donations to this fund, and
tie has conceived the idea that a
more commendable peoposition, and
one which would immediately meet
with more co-hperation upon the part
of the public at large, would be to
raise a fund for the erection here of
Frontnnent to the Paducah ladies of
present and past generations. Al-
though determined to help for the
other monument to he put up furth-
er south, the committee will at the
next meeting of the Confederate
camp urge that there be actively tak-
en up the question of putting one up
here.
Mr. Uhlman has talked to many
people in connection with the local
affair and everybody has. pledged
their wilting support to same. The
Daughters of the Confederacy have
ayao in their treasury that they want
to give for a Paducah monument and
from the already outspoken consid-
eration of the movetnent, there is no
Idoubt but what it wiii go throughwith success and put this city inpossession of a handsome monn-
r client,
: The lawn fronting the Carnegie li-
brary has been spoken of by most
people as the most centrally and writ-
ably iocated place for the monument,
and if there exists no restrictions to
prevent the selection of this site, it
will probably be done. All the cities
over the South are putting up mon-
uments of this character, some of the
very small ones having imposing and
bandisorne structures standing within
their midst to always keep in mem-
ory the loyalty of the women of the
Smith
DUE WITH SCHLITZY.
Marshal McCullum Due Through the
City With Schlitzbaum.
Marshai William alcCullum, of
Kuteasta, is doe through here ticsday
or aomorrow en route back to Eddy
ville with A. B. Schlitzbaurn, the
man sent to the branch pervinentiary
for one year for embezzling from the
American Express company, and who
while shipping ckrk in the shoe fac-
tor* at the prison 'tole many hun-
dred of dollars' worth of footgear by
shipping them out to confederates on
the outside of the walls. Schlitzbaum
was captured at Portland, Oregon,
and the Kuttawa marshal' went out
there ten days ago after him, accom-
panied by the foreman of the prison
shoe factory. The shoe theft was
not discovered until after Schlitzbaurn
served his year for embezzlement and
was relienaed from prieon.
LODGE MEETINGS.
Elks, Odd Fellows and Red Men Will
Hold Regular Sessions.
The Elks lodge holds its, weekly
seesion this evening at their hall on
North Fourth street.
Mangum lodge of Odd Fellows will
meet tonight, and Inglesiek lodge to-
morrow evening, at the Fraternity
morrow evening the Red Men
d their weekly session in their
North Fourth street quarters.
A syndicate lei, purchased fifty of
e country weeklies in Towa anti will
publigh them all as dailies. A univer-
sal two pages will be used its each of
the fifty papers.
on Broad between Third and Fourth
streets to move back their front fenc-
es which protrude out over the prop-
Street Corners erty line and stand where the publicsidewalk will run when the brick
street and pavement work reaches
that point.
BOARD OF WORKS WILL HAVE City Solicitor Poryear was instruct-
THEM PUT UP IN THE ed to get up the proper papers to be
SEWER DISTRICT, signed by people owning property
abutting Sowell street in Mechanics---
The Curnberland Telephone ComPanY burg The
Is Given Peralizeion to Exca-
Put Signs On THAT SEA
CONFAB
CAUSES ST. PETERSBURG DIP-
LOMAT TO CLASS KAISER
A BUTT-IN.
vac for Conduits. 
. want that t 
e of that vicinity
'graveled but the requisite two-thirds THINKS HE DESIRES
graded andMare
petitioners have to ask for the im--
At the meeting yesterday afteenoon.provement over their signature be-
of the board of public works at the fore it can be authorized.
City Hall, the members took up the Report was made 'at the meeting,
question of having placed at certain that Contractor Harry Baldwin had
street intersections, elatea giving the not yet presented his bond guarantee-
name of the thoroogidares. They o--oh. that he will maintain for a period
'have had the propos•ition before them of five years the concrete sidewalks
for some months and found that it he laid on Second from 'Broadway to
would cost several thousand diollars Kentucky avenue. When he executes
to put at every corner two signs', this bond he will be given his esti-
one glowing the name of the main • mates against the abutting property
street, and the other that of the in- 1 owners, showing how mu eh each
tersecting thoroughfare. Because of 'owes ham for the pavements.
the enormous epense entailed by i Contractor Bridges has nearly fin-
placing these guIding signs at every
corner the board of works yesterday
decided that they should go up in the
main portion of the municipality in-
cluded inside First, Ninth, Trimble
and Jones streets. This consists of the
entire sewerage district and the
tu'oarct of works ordered City Engi-
ishect laying the first block of brick
street on Third from Kentucky av-
enue to Washington street, while the
concrete laid as foundation for the
brick on top, has been finished to
Adam F•reet. The grading is done
clear up -' son, and just ae soon
as the f t 1-1•.•-•-• of brick is r qUIplet-
neer Washington to ascertain how ed, City Enuireer Vasehint ton wal
many signs would be needed, and peeervit the corteges .,. .,„ ., 7 up
theist probable cost, there being four and 'ir: "radios,. tao next t\‘ blocks
for each corner. The city is becom- 'of " • '7.1 from Jac'-sin, the terminus
ing so large that even residents, n - 0 grading now • done. to Ten-
much less strangers, do not know , Crest The co voff.e. Is do•
where all the thoroughfares lie, there ) e en! too esuc'h pf the highoray
fore the signs will be of great as- orn up efore the firs. :locks are
Isistance to them in hunting houses in inissicsi a reoarde laying the brick.
districts they are not familiar with. .Oit.• tot:freer Washington is kept so
Mr. 'haves Utteeback of the Padu- . usy on the T,herd street war:: that
cab Gas & Fuel company, appeared ••- lois not heel time to e erres the
before the board and informed them l-rable (soh of tee new concrete
that his company was preparing to cu;•• desired %here Cross Creek
take up its old gas mains on Jeffer- cross- releovel street just this side
son between Fotrrth and Sixth streets,
and they wanted to know whether the 
of the Union depot. The board of
municipal authorities would permit 
works has asked the street car corn-
the corporation to fill in the excava- 
Panv and 
- " 
C railroad to pay part
tions, after the mains are htid, with 
of the new culvert expense, and the
the old gravel taken out, or whether
they must get new gravel altogether,
and throw the old away. After hav-
ing the matter explained to them the
board gave the gas company per-
mission to use the old gravel, but
they must put back the street in as
*good condition as wben first found
and fix it to the satisfaction of City
Engineer Washingtdn. The board
of work9 wants good gravel treed
"lien excavations down in the busi-
ness part of town ace filled in, so the
ground wile not sink after the brick
and bitidithic street work is com-
pleted. If gravel half filled with dirt
is used, it will settle and puff down
into the form of a rut that portion
of the street right above the mains.
Permission was given by the board
for the Cumberland Telephone com-
pany to excavate the street on Ken-
tucky avenue from Third to Sixth
streets, so underground conduits
could be 'kid for placing telephone
wires inside. When the thousands of
telephone wires from all over the
city centralize within a few blocks of
the exchange building on South
Fourth street near Kentucky avenue,
there are so many of them that they
ca-.'e a regular network overhead,
and the company wants to do away
with this as much as possible and lay
as many underground condeiter corn-
ing in from different directions with-
in the few blocks closest the tek-
paorte headquarters, and in this man-
ner bring the wires into the exchange
building underneleth the surface of
the earth The board of works gave
them permission to put down the
conduits on the avenue for the three
blocks mentioned with the under-
standing that when the excavations
were filled in it should be to the
complete satisfaction of City Engi-
neer Waehington, who will see that
it is properly done.
Apropos the Cuneberland telephone
elicitation, the board instructed Chief
James Collins of the police force to
have his patrolmen arrest every at-
tache of the telephone company
found digging holes around the city
for the poles, if they did not have
the proper permit issued by the city
authorities. Ordinances provide that
no holes shall be dug for poles with-
out permission is far* procured. This
is made applicable to all companies
using poles, but afore especially the
old telephone concern with whioh
considerable toosible has been en-
countered in the past by the Mink-
ipal officers in this connection.
Yes/enter there was eubmittect to
the board the contract bond of
Thomas Bridges & Company for the
concrete sidewalks these contractors
will fey on the avenue from First to
Ninth, Jefferson from Second to
Ninth, and Sixth, Seventh and Ninth
from Kentucky avenue to Jefferson
streets. The contract yeas) ratified, as
was the bond, the tatter being given
to guarantee the work shall be prop-
"r04Frfie.dnernewere again given residents
latter has agreed, while the car com-
pany wants to first know what the
expenditure will be before giving an
answer. The engineer is to get up
the figures showing the possible cost.
TO MANAGE RUSSIA.
Declares He Defends Morocco, Tur-




St Petersburg, July 26.—In Finland,
as in Tangier, the kaiser's theatrical
performance has failed, because it ex-
cited univereal alarm. A prominent
diplomat said today:
"The interview between the kaiser
and the czar was decided on in June,
but was kept secret until the last min-
ute. The German ambassador at St.
Petersburg, and M. Witte, When he
went to Paris, denied the story, be-
cause. they knew that possibly anoth-
er rebel man-of-war like the Kniaz
Potemkine might sink the kaiser and
the czar together.
"MI Souvorine, the editor of the
Novoe Vrernya, explains that the kai-
ser deeired so meet the heroes of the
battle of the Sea of Japan. This,
however, is preposterous. The fact
of the matter is that William is offer
(Mg ;Isis services to pacify Poland and
lie manage Russian foreign affairs.
William is everybody's friend. He
defends Morocco against France, Tut
key against England, the pope against
the free-thinkers, and Europe against
the yellow peril. He organized the
Chinese boycott against American
goods and the Russian tariff againet
America, and now undertakes to de-
fend the czar against the Zemetvos
and Poland."
Big camp meeting CONFERENCE OF
TWO EMPERORS.
MISS CROW AND REV. SMITH
START OWE AT GRAHAM-
VILE.




Yesterday at Grahanvville the big
camp-meeting was started and re-
ports are that last night hundreds of
people from that vicinity of the
county were in attendnnce. The re-
ligious gathering is conducted under
supervision of Miss Bertie Crow and
Rev. J. J. Smith, who Retested in the
ina•mrrnoth meeting just closed last
Sunday at Edelyville, above here on
the Louisville division of the Illi-
nois Central railroad. The Graham-
villerevival will continue for a week
or two and many people contemplate
attending from here at different pe-
riods. The closing deer at Eckerrille
there were something like to,000 peo-
ple there.
W. C. T. U. Today.
The reguaer meeting of the W. C.
T. U. will be held this afternoon at
too o'clock in the lecture room of
the First Baptist church. All per-
cone interested in the temperance
cause are cordially invited.
Minister Returns.
Rev. T. J. Owen is expected back
tomorrow nieht from Tennessee
where he 'has been the pea ten days
assisting in protracted meetings.
Missionary Society.
The- Junior Warden Missionary so-
ciety will 'meet this afternoon at 4
o'clock with Miss Lettie Smith of
ett North Seventh street.
•
Luther League.
The Luther league will meet this
afternoon with the Misses Kettler at
their home on South Third street.
s KILLErt AT MAYFIELD.
Jordan Bletram Oot Head Caught
- Between Falling Lags.
Yesterday morning Jordan Buttram
was killed ireoantly at the Mayfield
depot while loading logs on a freigh
car for C. H. Hargrove. He Was us-
ing a mule anti block and tackle at-
tached to a singletree to pull the logs
from the ground to the car When the
singletree broke and let the log pin-
ion his head between * and another
and crush the life not in( him. He
w^a•-• 22 years oaf, left a wife and sev-
eral children. The body was taken to
Marshall county for burial.
lias. Inkling Yet as to What Trans-
pired at the Meeting. \
Berlin, July 26.—Although the Ger-
man foreign office was advised in the
senvie cabled to the Associated Press
Monday on the general outlines of
what Emperor William would say to
Emperor Nicholas in favor of peace
and international reform, in Russia,
no report has been received regarding
what actually took place, and prob-
ably no report will be received unless
it be a belated memorandum covering
some ppint foe observation in
archives.
The foreign office says deforitely
that the Russian emperor' took the in-
itiative in bringing the interview
about. Who took the first Step is
not essential were it not that the Ger
trIn emperor is reported as desiring
to offer unsokcitated advice. It is
learned from another source that the
two emperors have a private cipher
it, which tett-grams are occasionally
exchanged which pa- through no
third hand.
TRUTH WILL BE KNOWN.
No Whitewash Nov Scapegoat in
Bennington Disaster, Says
Bonaparte,
Washington, July 26—Secretary of
the Navy Bonaparte, when asked
Tuesday for a statement on the sub-
jet of the disaster to the Benning-
ton, promised the public that there
would be no ashotewasth, and that so
far as the service itself was concern-
ed, he would make a scapegoat of no
one. He said:
"The department is not yet ready
to make any statements as to the
probable catiera of the disaster. When
the facts are better known and a reas-
onable basis for ,an intelligent opin-
ion may perhaps exist, the depart-
ment will hold back no information
in its possession to which any fair-
minded man could think the public
entitled. For the moment I wish to
urge by example, as well as by pre-
cept, on everyone, Whether in or out
of the service, the advisability, and
even duty, of refraining from loose,
unwise and untruthful talk on a sub-
ject so delicate, so hard to understand
and No painful. I ask all good citi-
zens to have patience, and if it shall
appear that there has been Whet of
duty on the part of anyone, T prom-
ise the public that no one shall be
whitewashed, and the service that no-
body, shall he made a scapegoat."
Kansas expects whete crop of 73,
000,000 bushels, compared with norc




SUES ON ACCOUNT DEATH
OF DAUGHTER.
Snyder Preserve Company Sues Os-
car Gregory Vinegar Works
for $5oo.
Suit for $1o,000 was tiN0 in the
circuit court yesterday by Edward
Alexander, administrator of Elsie
Alexander, against she Paducah
City Street Railway company. It
was brougltt by Lawyers Hendrick,
Miller & Marble, for the plaintiff.
Mr. Alexander is the well known
member of the police force whose lit-
tle girl Elsie was run over by the
street car July 14tli in front of his
home on South Sixth stireet near Ten
neisee, and received such injuries as
caused her death two days thereafter.
Her arm was cut off and head crush-
ed and the doctors tactile not save
her although they labored hard for
several days. The petitioner claims
that l'he accident and following death
was due to carelessness upon the part




daynawyer George Oliver well
f in tbe circuit court for the
A. Snyder Preserve company of
again* the Oscar Gregory
ir collnpany of this city for
-he plaintiff claims the Pado-
‘-'h c• -ern owes them that much
fr- • earnished.
sc,coo Hat.
•en. colored, has filed
Tenn., for $5,000
Sr St. L. railroad
7 F. M. Dugger
•y from him when
r:f • d to pay railroad
• Soc-c.',..tg Startling.
spez' ,nd jury oontirrues at
-tie'' 0- • irk of investigating
it the 01117 nf the unknown white
woe wrr t und under the straw
out upon the Reyeolcts farm sev-
tral tniks from mown, last fall. Many
witnesses are being investigated and
a -, yet nothing has been accomplished
but it is understood that one mem-
ber of the jury had remarked that if
certain parties could be induced to
tree all they knew, indictments would
be quickly returned and the mystery
cleared up. Ft is believed everything
about the killing it. known by certain
people but they will not "cough up."
Evitts Proceeding.
Judge W. M. Reed said yesterday
That he had not yet set a day for gtv-
ieg a full Ihearing to the writ of pro-
hibition City Jailer Thomas Evitts
has applied for, to prevent the board
.94 municipal aldermen from trying
the charges preferred against him by.
Patrolman Samuel Beadles. Yeetr-
day the judge and lawyers for both
sides talked the matter over and next
Monday seemed tri be the day most
favorably considered, and it will be
decided immediabely whether the mat
Sec -'hall be set down for that date.
Never Caught Him
MANAGER ELMORE UNABLE
TO LEARN WHO TURNED
IN ALARM.
The Night Watchman's Service Is
Improved and Men Sent out
When Reports Are Made.
Manager Elmore, of the Western
Union Telegraph company, has not
yet been abbe too discover the identity
l
of the culprit who...several Saturdays
ago turned in a false alarm over the
privete alarm ea-stem of the tele-
graph company at its station at the
Hiram Blow stave factory near the
Union depot. The alarm caused an
unnecessary run by the fire depart-
ment andethe manager has °fretted a
standing reward and tried in every
manner possible to find out who
sent in the false report and caused all
the trouble. If the party is caught
he will be prosecuted to the full ex-
tent 4 f the law, as tampering with
the alarm system will not be toter-
at ed.
Watch.mares Service.
Manager Elmore has improved the
watchman's service that connects the
telegraph office down town with all
the mills and factories around the out
skirts of the city. In the mills are
boxes in which the watchmen are re-
quired to insert their key at stated
periods while making -their nightly
rounds of the plants. Turning the
key flashes into the telegraph office
down town a signal evidencing the
fact that the watchman hat reported
in. Heretofore if a watchman did
hot report at the proper time it was
marked up against him at the tele-
graph office and the mill proprietor
then notified of the carelessness of
the watchman. Now though, for fear
semeehing may•happen to the watch-
man. the telegraph office force irn-
mediately dispatches a man to the
I mill when the watchman fads to re-
port ar regular intervals to see what
is the matter. A watchman may get
slugged and robbers start to blow
open the safe or rob the place, and by
immediately sending a man out from
the telegraph office these possible-
lees are avoided.
Jumped Board
Constable A. C. Shelton early yes-
terday evening arrested Frank Jef-
ferson, colored, on the charge of at-
tempting to jump his hoard bill be
owed Jane Johnson, a negress of
Thirteenth and Jones streets. The
account amounted to $11.25 and on
being taken charge of Jefferson set-
tied the debt and was released.
Eagles To Install
NEW LODGE WILL BE INSTI-
TUTED ON WEDNESDAY
AUGUST 2ND.
Ceremonies Will Take Place at Elks'
and. Will Be Attended by
Many Visitors.
Paclena.h Aerie, Fraternal Order n'f
Eagles, will he instituted and Metall-
ed on next Wednesday evening Aug-
ust 2nd. The cerenronies will take
place at (he Elks' Hall, on North
Fourth street, and the work will be
done by the Cairo, Illinois, degree
team, presided over by Messrs. Har-
vey Harmon and W. H. Peebles, of
Princeton. Ind., grand lodge officers
of the order, ender whose inrisoic-
lion the Areal lodge was organized.
Mr. Loris P. Head, organizer of
The local aerie, yesterday telegraphed
the grand lodge -for the parapherna-
lia, etc., to be used in initiatory work.
and it will he forwarded at once. If
it *voted fail to arrive in time, how-
ever, the Cairn team will bring their
.own outfit.
About 125 vnerebers have been se-
Acured for the new aerie, and many
retort will he sertwed hefare the date
of inietallation. •
• Viiitors are expected from Cairo,
74faeletrille, Lou i -.seek. St. Leine, East
St. Louis and other Illinois towns.
Officers will fie elected the eight of
the inetitutution of the new lodge.
The 'committee on arrangeirrnnts will
meet at the Hotel Lagoniamitto this
afternoon at 2 o'clock' to complete
aerangennente for the reception of
visitere and to prepare. a pregram for
Big Barbecue
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
GIVE ONE TODAY AT
BANDANA.
Large Crowd Out Yesterday at St.
John's-Lovelaceville People
Have Affair Thursday.
Quite a crowd rif people went down
last evening to Bandana to attend the
big Woodmen of the World barbecue
and picnic today, while this moreing
others will go down. Attorney David
Cross, left last evening arid will et-1day
be one of the principal speakers for
the occasion. Music will be furnished
by Deal's band that went 'down last
night so as to be on hand early this
morning. Reports from Bandana are
that the gathering will be one ce the 
largest ever held in that at ction of
the country, and thousands will be on
hand
St. John Barbecue.
The annual barbecue for Sr. Jobs's,
citttnin the county, wa, given yester-
day and 1 mammoth crowd way three
ud .1,incling reral 'hundred people who
went out f m here. Deal's band sup




One week from today the big an-
nual barbecue four miles northeast of
bravelaceviMe will b give.,e  and as
-usual. the big crowd from' here will
go anten. The people of that vicinity
give the entertaitrment every year
and have thousands out.
WALTER 'VAUGHAN FINED.
He Struck Adolph M,eyer-Police
Court Proceedings.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Walter 'Vaughan, clerk at the
Vhohnleas candy kitchen, was fined
$3 and costs for striking Adolph
Meyer in front of the Mirk ' and MK/T-
rig saloon on 'South Third street. The
vase against 'Meyer was, dismissed.
Morris Jemes was dismissed of the
!
charge of jumping on and off a mov-
ing street car.
Buck Russell was fined Si for
steikting the porter at the Western
Turf saloon on Broadway and Maid-
en Alley, where Russell works as
bartender. 1
Wood Jones wee dismissed 2-nel
George Grosslhart fined $I for fight-
ing.
Worth lloleoselb, Sam Holland
and Clyde Martin we-re fined $2o for
gainfileng, while the similar charge
against Jobe Goal was diernineed
Mire. Bolan was arraigned on the
charge of whipping Lela Rogers. The
case was dismissed and both the wo-
men placed tinder $200 bond to 'keep
the peace toward.) each other.
The Swedish cabinet resigned be-
cause the rikedag advocated the open
jeers-4 negotiations to let Norway
the day. • withdraw from the union The call
/net favored compelling the Norwe-
At the head of the clam Eike geom.) to return to the union.
Preern fee agar.
A' passenger rate war is on he
, lot a Week for The Register. .itween New York and Chicago.
The Encampment
ALL ARRANGEMENTS FOR
COMING OF STATE GUARDS
IS COMPLETE.
The Soldier Lads Begin to Arrive on
'August 7 and Leave on Sep-
tember 2.
Frankfort, Ky., July 26.-All ar-
rangements have been completed in
the department of the adjutant gener-
a)l jot the annual camp of instruction
of the State Guard, to be held at Pa-
ducah, beginning on August 7. The
Second regiment will go into camp
first; it will be followed by the First
or Louisville regiment, and then by
the Third regiment. The camp will
close on September 2. General 'or-
ders were isoued today to the com-
manders of the regiments regarding
the moving of thie men under them
to the camp, and regulations whie
there. The troops will be reviewed
ty Gov. Beckham, on which review
days he will be acoompaniV)1. the
member taff.s of his official s e re-
view day of the Second regiment has
been fixed for August 11. The gov-
ernor will visit the camp again on Au-
gust 2.4 to review the First regiment
troops, and will remain in camp un-
til the 28th to review the Third regi-
ment.
Adjt. Gen. Haly and Col. Gaines.
the inspector general, expect to have
the beet equipped camp ever held by
the gtrard. First Lieutenant David Y.
Beckham, artillery corps, United
States army, brother of Gov. Beck-
ham, has been detailed by the war
department to give instructions to
the troops while in camp, and will
remain there during the entire time
ot the encampment.
Col. A. T. McCormack, surgeon gen
tral, is placed in supreme charge of
the medical and sanitary departments,
and all regimental surgeons and as-
sistant surgeon and hospital corps
men will upon their arrival at camp
stand detached from their commands
1111 will report to the surgeon gen-
eral for duty.
Separate orders issued today regu-
late the movement .of the troops from
their homes to the camp of inatruc-
tion. Under thew orders companies
cf the Second regiment, the first to
enter camp, will leave their homes on
the morning of August 6. lover the
L. & N., and will leave Louievilk at
To p. m. the same day for Paducah.
arriving there at 5 a. m of August 7.
They will leave the camp reopening
home ,at no p. m. on August 14. The
First regiment companies will leave
Louisville for the camp at to p. 'Ti.
en August 16, arriving at camp at 5
c.'ciock the folkawing msorning. They
will leave the camp returning hme
at lo p. m. August 24 following. The
companies of the Third regiment will
leave their homes for camp OP the
morrring of August 25, arrivirg at
camp at 4 p m, the same day. eiliey
will leave camp returning home at to
p m. ye September 2.
Great Time Had
ABOUT zoo CHILDREN AT AN-
NUAL PICNIC OF REV.
CHILES.
Went Out in Morning in Several
Wagons and Carriages and Re-
turned in Afternoon.
The annual picnic given to the
poor children of the city by Rev. W.
S. Chiles and wife was a wane, Kn-
ees, yesterday, as about one hundred
little ones were taken to the country
to spend the day and enjoy the great
sport prepared for them. The several
waitrons and carriages met the little
ones at Third and Adams streets yes-
terday Intoning at 8:31) o'clock and
took them out to the grote near
Thompson', milt, several miles from
this city on the Cairn Pike, paneing
through R cnv tandtow n There swings
were erected for the little ones and
other convenience, prepared for
them to spend a fine day. Plenty to
eat and drink had been carried along,
and before the outing was brought to
a close all the tots voted it the tritest
successful affair they ever participat-
ed ;.11, and, were loud in their thanks
to the hard working minister and his
wife. The little ones were brought
back to the city about 5 o'clock in
the afternoon, and en route the woods
resounded with their happy singing
led by the older ones along.
Some few people do not realize the
vast good work done by Mi. Chiles
and wife, Who are alwaysi working in
behalf of the unfortunate side of the
world, an evidenced in this particular
inntence.
They *tartest their p.ertice a year or
two ago and 'CM+ 92111714Tler give one
to the poor children who are not
able to otherwise enjoy recreations
of thia charactee.
Gov. Folk seem, determined to
'tweak up race track lotting and other
leweesenese in anti about St. Loeis.
Nees threatened with a snit for dart-
ages by the feet track people.
The ill-fated gunboat Bennington
flee been floated at San Diego and
will he repaired.
For Sixty Days
We will save you 30 per cent. on
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware
and Diamonds.
Genuine Rogers teaspoons, regular
$1.50 grade  75e.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
$4.50 grade, .$2.75
A Waltham or Elgin jeweled move-
ment in 20 year guaranteed gold
filled case $8.50
30 per cent, off on solid gold jew-
elry.
Every article engraved free if de-
sired. See us for sure bargains.
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.




Headquarters for Spaulding baseball




7th tilacyksi4;tin Sptsh.onpeh3o8n.e 131
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
230 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. m, i to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
Office and Floor Fraternity Building.





J. V. GRIEF, MGR
ite Kentucky Avenue-Tel, 956-red.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty
Phom 1472.
Illinois Central R. R.
nonm•nonik.
L. S. DuBois, Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest. Wm. Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Busiaess, June 30, 190s.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts   $2.03,070.84
Cash and exchange  33,282 75Furniture and Fixtures 700 . 00
Bonds 1,000 . 00
$237,953 . 59
LIABILITIES.
Capital   too,000. 00
Deposits 115,619.23
Rediscounts  12,500 00•Tax account  z,000.os
Surplus    8,000soo




Do you want a first class Job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
loin) I. BIM), jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
f+4-4-+++++++++++4-1.+4-1.44-
J h COULSON,
Niagara Falls-July nah, and train
104 of July 27th, round trip Weis,
good returning for 12 days. Tickets
will only be accepted on morning
train Ni. 16 from Louisville July
.27th via B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in con-
nection with Erie R. R., leaving Cin-
cinnati .ime date
Niagara Falls-August 4th, and
train No. toe of August 5th, round
trip $17.05, good returning for 12,4
days. Tickets will be accepted from
Louisville only on morning train No.
to, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash 
paid
railroads.
Atlantic City-All trains of August
3rd. round trip $21.55,in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August 14th
Atlantic City-All trains of August
moth, round trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louis-
ville and on all train: leaving that
place August loth, good returning for
12 days.
Chatauqua Lake, N. Y.-July a8th,
tound trip $1960, good returning un-
til August 20th.
Louisville, Ky.-July 3oth and 31st,
round trip $6.95, good returning until
August moth.
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah. Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
...P LOMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5 Broadway.
++++e-e4.4-44.4"11
THE GLOBE BANK Sez, TRUST CO
Of Padue-41a, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $11515,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON V. PRES,
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes In fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $to per year as to sire. You carry your own




This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very bests accommodations at reasonable rates




Eccentric Woman Whom He Mar-
ried Left Him Fortune.
San Francisco, Cal, July 25.-
Judge Sayre, at Lakeport yesterday,
banded down a decision giving the
entire Floyd estante, worth $inno,00ci,
to Milne Gorrene, htieband of the late
Mss Floyd.
Goticene wee te conductor on a
street car and his handsome face and
polished manner won the rich bin ec-
centric Mien Floyd. She was fifteen
years older than he, hilt, despite fam-
ily opposition, she mnrried him, and a
year knee she died, leaving him all her
Seven thousand armor plate week- estate except the house where she
ars are net in Italy. and a general Lved- The will was contested by "ear
strike is feared. !relative, on the grotind of the testa-
. tore) incompetency.
For perfection tne rarity NM&




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
Abram L. Weil & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Rests:Li:me Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency-
We Write Anything in Itisurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
GO TO
HOTEL LA GOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNI R.
35e. EVERY DAY ZXCEPT SUNDAY.
If 30 UNTIL 3 P. M.

































Marriage License Waled to John Cal-
tena and Josephine Caltena, of
Heron, Ill.
Judge Lightfoot stated yesterday
that if the appellate court decided the
IF 6 "Town 
Cow" should not run at large
but be kept up, that he intended nec-
i ormnending to the fiscal court, com-
posed of magistrates, that the iron
fence surrounding the court house be
taken clown and then eight foot con-
-crcte sidewalks laid where the brick
pavements now lie On the four sides
of the court house square. The side-
walk at present is twelve feet in
width, the widest in the city, but the
concrete, if put down, will be only
eight feet wide and the court house
yard extended out to consume the
other four feet that will be planted
with bluegrass, just like the couht
house, square. The improved walks
would make things present an up-tie-







Property feing on Lintoin street
has been -old by Louis M. .Metzger
to Arthur Sills for $150, and she deed
filed for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
Roscoe efcElya epic' to Monroe Mc
Elya for $.400, property on the Me-
tropolis and MaxoWs Mill road in the
county
August Keith bought from Henry
Gockel for Seim pnuperty on Sooth
Fifth street. •
Licensed to Wed.
John Caltena, aged 24, and Jose-
phine Caltena. aged at, came here yes
terday mornirvg from Heron, Ill, and
procured a marriage licenee. They
are comers, and both born in Italy.
The groom is a miner.
Visiting County Judge.
County Judge Lee, of Graves coun-




Detached Palace Provided for Ac-
commodation of the Party.
Yokohama, July 25.—Secretary of
Wet Taft and party received a dem-
onstrative welcome to Japan, the prin-
cipal buildings, streets and wharves
of this city and the shipping in the
harbor being gaily decorated.
A noisy display of daylight fire-
works along the streets fronting the
harbor announced the arrival of the
steamship Manchuria at the quaran-
tine grounds at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing, and continased until the veesel
was docked.
Lloyd C Griecom, the American
minister, the attaches; of the legation
and Consul-General H. B. Miller, of
New Oman, together with represent
atives of the Japanese imperial house
hold, foreign officers, war department
and Asiatic society then hoarded the
Manchuria and extended Formal greet
ings to Secretary Taft and Miss
Roosevelt, who heed an informal re-
cepterni upon the deck.
The party was then driven to the
railroad station, through the crowded
Oreets, and boarding a special train.
departed for 'Pekin at to a. m., amid
the cheers of the assembled multi-
tude.
Upon arrival at Telcio Secretary
Taft and his personal staff were taken
k. Shiba, where 3 detached palace
was provided for their accommoda-
tion. Mice Roosevelt accemmanied
Minister Griscnin to the American
leeation. The voyage was unevent-
ful and the party arrived. well.
WILL RESIGN FROM
COURT OF APPEALS.
Louisville, Ky., July 26.—It is re-
ported that Judge James E. Central
with resign from the Court of Ap-
peals unless his 'health improves so
that he can assume his duties. His
physicians do not think there is any
possibility of this. He suffered a
stroke of paralysis before the eke-
tion. • Judge Content tried Caleb
Powers the first time while Circuit
J'irclge. Judge John D. Carroll, of
Henry county and Judge Watts Par-
ker, of Lexington are tipped for ap-
pointment for the unexpired term.
Businees in the appellate court has
been seriously discommoded, many
cases being hung up because they
need the deciding vote of the sev-
enth judge.
Two hundred of the best marksmen
of the United States army are gath-
ered at Chicago for the annual rifle
conteres.
Mound City Dike
WILL BE STARTED SOON BY
CAPT. BARRETT, WHO HAS
CONTRACT.
Work Will Be Completed in Four
Months—Will Be a Gerat
Benefit.
(Cairo Bulletin.)
Capt. 'Oscar M. Barrett, of Cincin-
nati, ,cef the Barrett line of steamboats
arrived in Paducah yesterday to make
preliminary arrangements to build the
two dikes ani Mound City, Ill., a gov-
ernment contract for which be secur-
ed thirty days ago. The advertising
of the contract by the government
was go:'c about quietly and little if
anything had been in the papers about
the letting of it. The news that it has
been bet will come ae a pleasant sur-
prise to rivermen and shippers be-
tween here and Paducah.
Capt. Barrett, accompanied by his
St. Louis agent, Cape W. J. Lewis,
arrived in Paducah on the steamer
Beaver, which has just received a
new hull. They are en route up Ten-
nessee river to look after stone to
be used in constructing the dikes and
will be gem several days. Capt. Bar-
rett gave outs the following facts rela-
tive to he. contract and the comple-
tion of the work: -
"The government originally intend-
ed to build, three dikes in the lower
Ohici, one at Ogeleres Landing, and
two aL Mound City, but after the ap-
propriation had been whittled down,
it was found that only $37,000 could
be allowed this improvement which
cut out the dike at Ogden.
"The work was advertised in the
St. Louis papers and few persons
knew what it was for besides con-
tractors, which is the reason I.
was said on the outelide. These dikes
will mean a great deal to the people
of Paducah and Cairo. It will mean a
good stage of water between the two
places, with always a good stage at
Cairo. Of course the Ogden dike
would better the situation but this
will follow later, possibly next year,
when the rivers and harbors appro-
priatien is made.
"I expect to start work within thir-
ty days, when the river reaches a 15
foot stage at Cairo., and will complete
my contract within four month... I
have made some preliminary arrange-
ments and am now en route up the
Tennessee river to stone quarries to
see about getting the stone."
Capt. Barrett and Capt. Lewis are
both of the opinion that the marine
people generally should repeatedly
and persistently demand a larger and
confinuocre river and harbor appro-
priation and state that this is the
only way the rivers will ever get any
appropriation.
'The annual appropriation has been
too Anall and ai,er it has been shaved
down by the government," Capt.
Lewis exp/ainete "the interior rivers
get little or nothing. This small ap-
ropriatices for the Ohio will do a
world of good, but there yeti remains
a great deal to do in the way of im-
provemen(s and the people should de-
mand that the government make a
krge appropriatino for the interior
rivers. This can not be made too
strong by the press, because it is go-
ing to be taken up all over the coun-
try and worked to the bone.
"The greater portion of the appro-
priation goes to the harbors in the
East, Wttit 'and South, and also on
ohs' lakes, and when the government
goes through splitting it up, the in-
terior rivers get but little. What the
interior men intend to do is to get
after the government good and strong
one make it see that the inland rivers
are just as important to the commer-
cial success of the country as the out-
side harbsee."
The only reation that Capt. Barrett
has not begun work on the dikes be-
fore now is that the river has been
unusuaily high for this season of the
year, and he has to wait for low
water. He is an expert irs the line
and needless to say will give the gov-
ernment as good and quick a job as
it cored possibly get.
The dikes will probably enable
boats to run between Paducah anti
Cairo the year round. Frequently the
river gets so low between these places
that even the smallest boats cannot
run, cotnpeetely suspending navigation
from here to Paducah. When the
dikes are completed this will likely
be a thing of the past, and boats can
run the year around.
In another year or two a dike will
likely be built at Odgen's Landing
also which will further Benefit, the
Ohio between Cairo and Paducah.
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
\ For that Tired Feel-




Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bore.
Deaths From Afar THOUSANDS MAY JGINTEAMSTERS' STRIKE.
Trouble Between Labor Unions
MRS. RENA KIRKPATRICK Employers in Chicago Not
PASSED AWAY AT RIVER- Ended.
SIDE, CAL. Chicago, July e5.—At a mass-meet-
ing of einoloyere held last nee:re at
which representatives, of over 200 biOp I
nee.- houses sere present, it was
.unanimously decided that no more of
the teamsters who have been an
strike will he reinstated until all the
unions involved have called off the
strike. After the meeting J. V. Far-
well, Jr., speaking for the Employers'
Association, issued the following state
mere:
"Owing to the fact that the various
local' teamsters' unietre have refused
to call off the strike and permit their
members to relearn to work, by which
action the teamsters are kept in a
state of unrest and their attitude to-
ward thieir employers made uncertain,
the members of the Employers' Asso-
ciation have concluded not to erupt( y
striking teamsters until the whole
strike is settled."
The teamsters are in a belligerent
mood, and threats are freely made
that unless the employers recede
engaged in the grocery from their position there will be a gen
was a most lovable and esetieerned lady eral strike of all the union, teamsters
who patiently bore her affliction with- , in Chicago This would mean the call
Out a murmur and evinced true Chris- ling otso of 35,000 men, whereas but
tian fortitude. She was a member of :5.000 were involved in the strike which
the Brogideray Methodist church. was 'recently declared at an end b3
Her husband is the only one stir- ,the lusters' pent council,
viving in the immediate family, there
being no children. Mrs. Boyd Ru-
dolph and Mr. LaFayette Dishman, of
!ear Sharpe, are blether and sister,
ehilie Mrs. Linens Roof, of 709 Jones
street, is her niece.
Just before moving West the fam-
ily resided at the Mrs. Campbell
boarding blouse on Sixth and Wash-
ington street'.
Miss Mattie Higgins Died of Typhoid
Fever at Benton—Mrs. Daisy
George Expired at Austin.
Many friends here will regret to
learn that yesterday morning at 5
o'clock Mrs. Rena Dishmais Kirkpat-
rick died at her home in Riverside,
Cal., after a lingering illness with con
surnytion. The remains will be inter-
red at that city.
The deceased was a most estimable
lady of this city, who %it'll her hus-
band, Mr. Wallace Kirkpatrick, went
to Riverside lase October to take up
their home on account of the bad
health of the wife, who had been an
invalid for three years pant because
of weak lungs.
The deceased was 35 years of age
and was born near Sharpe, Marshall
conty, where she lived quite a
while. She removed to this city
where her husband was for some time
business. She
VAGRANTS WORK STREETS,
Sterling, Ia., July 25.—The Sterling
police begun the enforcement of the
vagrant law yesterday by compelling
all tramps and others to work upon
the public streets with ball and chain
for nonpayment of fines.
No Heat Now
To causa the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
d we do the work.
Warren & Son, ire North Sixth.
Phone set-A.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, eer Jefferson
street
Otto Bernheimer,fra New York cot-
ton broker, euicided yesterday.
Died at Benton.
Miss Mattie Higgins died of ty-
phoid fever at the home of her parents
in Benton. The funeral services were
conducted yesterday by Rev. B. W.
Base, of the Tenth street Christian
church, of this city, who returned last
night. The deceased was 18 ye-arc of
age.
Niece Died.
!sirs. Mattie Lee, of Trimble street,
has received word that her niece, Mrs.
Maude Parker died near Bandana.
She was 26 years of age and left a
husband and daughter Oa mourn her 
4214





Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our pri-





From Austin, Texas% comes word
that Mrs. Daisy George died there
several days ago. She was 23 years
of a.ge and formerly resided here,




Government to Take Levels and
Soundings Between Louisville ,
And Cairo.
Louisville, July 25.—Capt. Harry
Burgess, of the engineering corps,
states that a survey of the lower
Ohio will he commenced about
August r, covering 467 miles from
Louisville 'to Cairo and continuing
for nearly two years. About five
months of each yearsenly is available
for work of tele gore and so it will
be near the close of icoo6 when the
survey is complete. There will he
two parties in houseboats towed by
small tugs, and from ferty to fifty
men will be engaged in the work. It
has been the intention of the gov-
ernment to have a survey of the river
from Pittsburg to its mouth, but it
has been finished only as far as Cin-
cinnati. Between there and Louisville
the levels showing the slope of the
river have been made, and the sound-
ings will be taken in the near fie
ttsre by a party organized like the
other two.
No work of the kind at all has been
done between Louisville and Cairo,
and the taking of the precise levels
and sounding, on that seetion of the
Ohio will be in the nature of pioneer
work. These figures are necessary
before operations can be begun upon
locioe and darns, as the position of
the ehallOws must be exactly known
in order to determine the height of
water required at any particular
point. S. F. Crecilitte, assistant en
gineer, will be in charge of the week
MAKE BOYCOTT
MORE EFFECTIVE
Chinese Employes to Give Up Places
With American Companies.
Shanghai, July 26.—Now that th.
iroyeestt on American goods has Is
gun in earnest, the Chinese guild -
have taken a stand that will practical
ly close up the American tradinv
ccmpanies. The agent's of the lane
American firms have been ordered a.
leave their employers. Today thee
was no kerosene on the market.
At the same time the stevedore
guild is threatening to refuse to dis-
charge American kerosene ships
There is a steadily growing opinion
aftnonig the lending American were-
house's that Japanese influence is se-
cretely behind this movement.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
14 ,-neopothist)





,The Mod Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City.
THE BUGGY O SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THre BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WEIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLIE, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTI AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OM IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GMT OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCEASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 211 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
44.44 494+444.41+4Hi34,...$
EDGAR \ W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE A ciENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTAVLS-... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAST
IfICX1/4, THLY PAYMENT- LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AO PRICE LIST





Hot Water E. — Steam
I have the facilities for installing a cenniieie steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so wily not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to hese e done in the right
way. 1/1erial and workmanship guarani'.'' erg' dam
464 '4..1
ED. D. H A N AN.
*Mel"
S. W. Arnold
The reel estate agents, has Trappe,
Iworth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms: also three safes.
Houses for rent.

















St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
trio to lennessee river
ad return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. Boats leave cads
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank I.
Brr-',n, .. -eat
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-band
Ot,cm2es ard
Ftirtrzithre.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-230 Court at. Old phone i31111
Clem Fransioti.
Moving wagon in connection.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .,
Pilate 196. 400T/3 Broadway,
PADUCA4, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicatsd.





At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
IOUX WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Pada.-
tah. Ky, as aecond-clasa mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
C ?ear  $5-00
✓ " ••••• I 4,4t  2.50
• r " '•  1.25
Or •ek  zo
to receive this paper
port the matter to
r . at once. Tele-
Thursday Morning, July 27, 1905.
ployes could be quietly removed and
more good ones put into the serv-
ice."
How machines collapse is thus eta-
cidated by the St. Louis Globe-l)etn-
ocrat: "One thing about a machine in
p ilitics which all close observers in
politics have noted is them when one
oi them goes to pieces the pieces are
small beyond the point of ever being
put together again. When a machine
collapses it collapses all over, and it
is in the nature of its being that this
sh-sild Ise so. For, being ownsii?sied
oi small units clushtring about the
personality of a boss of a few bosses,
who are animated. Only by a desire
for their own aggrandizement, the
signal for the falling apart of the
units in !the machine is the assurance
that the boss or bosses have no long-
er anything to give. Then is the weak
ne,is of all machines in politics dem-
onstrated beyond the possibility of
doubting. Men who were supposed
to have attached their lieutenants to
themselves with hooks of steel be
cause they Were 'good fellows' filled
with 'personal magnetism' and the
'milk of human kindness' are deserted
as is a ship by its multitude of rats
when it is felt to be sinking. There
is nothing more hollow at the core
than a machine in politics." Verifica-
tewi of these views are obtainable
wherever a "machine"—which is thea
modern term foe a ring of Doodlers
or grafters or plunderers—has exist-
Civil Service Weakness.
Richard Weightnran, writieg in the
Chicago Tribune recenttly of the late
trouble in the agricultural department
saki:
"Secretary Wilson is nothing with
which no reproach himself, it. seems.
.Fie fourid the system when he came
/sere and has done the best he coukl
with it; but until there comes a time
when the civil service commiation
can guarantee morals and character
ao well as scholastic attainments, or,
better still, when responsibk officers
are given absotute discretion in the
appointment of their subordinates, we
(shall have scandal in the public eery-
ice wherever there is big money in
going 'rooked. ss'h..
"'I wonder,' said- a friend of Secre-
tary Wilson's today, glow many banks
in New York Caw and Chicago would
permit the civil service commission
to select their officors, employes, etc.,
and 'how long those that did permit
it would lase'
"Such suggestiona as these are
pertinent and see the people to think-
ing ..Of c-oiirle no hank or other
business concern wonlel permit the
ivil eervioe commission to 'elect its
cMkers and envployeg. Then where-
io is Secretary Wilson to blame when,
an employe goes wrote" in whoae ap-
pointrnikte he had no voice and who
lit had no power to remove until the
clerk had violated +the kw and be-
come criminel. The civil service
carminismion knows nOthing about the
moral character, the genius, the adapt
aliifify, or the tact of those on the
avaffable bet as the resolm of a men-
tal ezrainination which in many cases
is entirely foreign to the knowledge
and qualities neceseary for the serv-
ice. All the grafter* who disgraced
the post office service were protected
by civil service. The iervioe is be-
-:berdened with incompetents
Who emniat be removed on account
of the protection given them by the
civll sserv:ce rulsis. The heads of de
partnsents, and those reetvoirsible in
every braneh of the service, should
have more latitude in the 'election of
employee '5110 verve under then, and
for whose conduct they are held 14,-
t ',and slit-Arid have power to
swell as they feel they can-
not trusts-show they have reason en
ouspect and Push as are ineompetent.
'The people will some day demand a
modification of the civil service rules
and 0.1 cannot come too quickly for
the good of the aervier. No one
carte to restore the apssik eystem,
hut the country is figl of good men
arid women who vrottld serve tire gov
evnment well, and there ought to be
mune change in the civil service rules







%%lien -the body of the naval hero
John Paul Jones was_placed in the
oomb at Armapohs there was nothing
said or done more titting than the
benediction of the chaplain who offic-
iated at the oervices. These were his
well chosen words—well chosen be-
cause a high tribute to the dead and
daily ;patriotic. Said the chaplain:
"God of our fathers, we praise Thee
for the life and memory of him whose
mortal remains are now to find rest-
ing place under the flag he so loved,
in the nation he did so much to cre-
ate. We thank Thee that Thou didst
w in him qualities of manhood
that nal only create, but preserve and
pirpetuate nations. All that is earth-
ly of him im conwnitted to the rever-
ent care and devotion of the land
whose debt to him is beyond alt price.
May the sublime lessons of his cour-
age and patience, resource, hopeful
ores and consideration be charged
anew with moral power to fire and im
gelss more deeply every American
Poage's Old Clothing Stand Being
Prepared for Owensboro People
—Mr. Hardy Coming.
The George C. Wallace Commis-
sion company yesterday started mov-
ing its office from the Dixie Mills
company plant (Alden Kniting
at Eighth and Jones street, down to
Broadway between First and Second
streets, and into the building former-
ly occupied by the Harlan Griffith
printing establishment, beside the
Robertson ice office on Maiden Al-
ley and Broadway. The mill plant
needs the rooms heretofore occupied
out there by the commission CC1S11-
pany for storage quarters and the
proprietors moved downtown. The
same people own both concerns, the




Last Detail Change in Presidency of
C., C. & L. Railroad.
Remodeling Store.
The painters and other mechanics
yesterday commenced painting and
renewleting the brick building on
Broadway 'between Third and Fourth
!streets, formerly occupied by Cloth-
ier W. K. Poage. The storehouse
will be used by Owensboro parties as
a woman's tailoring establishment.
Cincinnati, July 26.—Within ten
days there will be a change in the
presidency of the Chicago, Cincinnati
& Louieville railroad, Eugene Zim-
merman succeeding W. A. Bradford.
The transfer of the stock is now be-
ing made, and a financial settlement
will be had with Mlr. Bradford as
soon as that gentleman returns from
a pleasure trip. When this is done
his. Zimmerman will succeed Mr.
Bradford as president of the com-
pany.
This will be the last detail to be
worked out in the consolidation of
the three roads kenning the Great
Central, the Cincinnati. Hamilton and
Dayton, the Pere Marquette and the
Chicago, Cincinnati &
Laundry Resumed.
The Horne laundry (Wahl Bros.)
yesterday resumed business in their
building on South Third street. They
burned out several weeks ago and
have been having their work done by
another laundry until now they are
straightened out again for business
at their own place
INTERESTING FACTS
Hardy Buggy Company.
Work of laying brick for the foun-
dation for the , new Hardy Buggy
factory buildings at Ninth and Har-
rison, has commenced and Contract-
or George Ingram is pushing things
Forward with a vim. Mr. John V.
Hardy, president of the company, is
expected here next week to remain
permanently supervising the prepara-
tions for launching the new company
into biasiness... It will be about the
last of September before they are
ready for business.
The quarterly report of the Unitid
States steel sts potation shows an
increase in earnings.
The Japanese claim another victory
in Manchuria and that the two arm-
ies are only seven miles apart.
A delegate meeting of representa-
tive Porto Ricans 'held in San Juan
decided to memoralize congress for
additional rights.
There is still great doubt at; to why
srwl what came out of the confab be-
tween the emperor of Germany and
the czar of Russia last Sunday.
The Iroquois club, of Chicago, has
taken the initial step toward a sweep
ing investigation of the affairs of ev-
ery large insurance company in the
country.
tight rives were lost in the big oil
fire near Beaennallt, Texas, which did
not barn out until Wednesday night.
A second fire also caused by light-
ning cies-wrest in the same field Wed-
nesday, hut the lose of property was
not so heavy and there were no fa-
talities. The aggregate losses to the
oil company anwinnte to earnething
like a million
MI. Witte and suite% who are to
represent Russia in the peace con-
ference to he held at Waihington
and Portsmouth. sailed last evening
for New York from Cherbourg.
Finance. They! are on the German




h is crowded with Ani-
s-0 returning from „FM"
a
onderful Bar2zains
ARE to be found at GEO. ROCK'S, the oldestand one of the most reliable shoe merchants
in Paducah. Everything—in my large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.










S. H. CLARK RECOVERED THE
PURSE AND MONEY LOST
ON STREET.
G. B. Matthews of Near Hardin, Was
Robbed of 85o, But Thief Kindly
Left $O in Purse*
S. H. Clark, of the Clark's over
section of the county, reported to the
police yesterday that while going
along Broad street he itist his pock-
etbook containing $15.75 in cash. Pa-
trolman Mike Dugan was detailed on
the case and found where one of the
street car motormen had espied the
purse lying beside the car track and
stopping his car got off and took
charge of same. The motorman read-
ily turned it qver to the policeman
who replaced it in possession of the
rightful owner.
Stolen Wheel Recovered.
Detective Moore yestesiday recov-
ered a bicycle that was 'stolen May
8th from Guy, the son of Contractor
Opt s upon feasitk sites suitable William Lockiwood. of Fourth andMr. Henry Jones. of Mildiwneine, for location thereon of the institn- Harrison streets. The bike was tak-
Comm Here to Locate.
- 
tion, and also secure subscriptions en from the yard of the contractor
t from the public for the fund to le where the boy had Left it standing.
Ifr• lienTY 
Jones,
 a PrImil*r  Used for buying the site and also to The 'natter being reported to thesonvilie lad, has arrived here to lo-
cate, having taken a position with the 
be offered as a bon*. for the capture sleuth he instituted a search and
Illinois Central railroad. 
of the institution. To assist them as yesteaday found the son of Ike Co-
mmit as possible, time Conernercial hen, of South Second street, riding
Mr. Jones has hundreds o(-friendo
in this -city and other (Wirt's& of the CO 
has opened books at its office the %lied It developed that some
state, having been prominently identi- 
at till South Iiiird street, and there negro hart pawned the • llieyele to
anyone desiring can subscribe their Cohen, who does that character of
field for years past With the state mili-
tia and made friends of all at every 
names for as nauch as they desire to business, and who had given the
give. "wheel tn this boy, beliying it right-
encampment; by his unususi cordial In speaking of the matter )114ter' fully belonged to the darky disposingand genial diepositirm that vi:iros the
esteem and regard of all. He is quay- 
day, Chien-man Rhodes stated thatt of !Lame. it was recovered and giv-
terrnaster sergeant for the Third reg- 
the Paducah people have on their en back to Young Lockwood.
irnent, and will have 
charge ..of the hands a herd fight as Owensboro.
commissary deparimem when that Greenville and other firnirishing and Needed !urn Little.
regiment comes for the annual out- 
i enterprising towns of Western Ken-
Mg 'that occurs this year at Wallace 
tucky have chosen large committees 
The thief who robbed G. B. Math-
ews needed only part of the latter's
park. 
of business men to also enter the
field for the capture of the institu- ! rii° 
Mhtthewe is of the Hardin.13'e.Y.
tion. The chairman urges upon ev- . 
vicrIty, and corning here Tuesday
Iretired that night at the Wilkerson
erybody the necessity of lending boarding house on Fourth and Madi-
their every effort to the project as i/son streets, with $ers in his pocket-
no matter how small the assistance hook. Yesterday morning on arising
---- 
tendered,, all combined go to help the he found someone had stolen $so
'Mr. Charles F. James was yester- 
movement most materially, and it is
only in this manner that thew wit!
from. the purse and left him the re-
lay taken from Smithland to Evans- succeed. 'Tileausandls of dollars are """1
ng $47. This is about as pe-
t-mile by his brother, who came down being raised, and fine sites secured 
cubits- a proceeding as any on record
the day before frqm the Indiana city, other cities and to overcome this
accompanied by, their family physi- land „Kure the coveted prize, the tio-
by
elan, Th. Linflacurn, who cannot tell ca;
ailing gent
until they get back to Evansville 
people have to be on the contin-
hether or not the leman 
ual hustle and show at this oppor-
w
will have to undergo an operation 
'tune moment whether they are for
iseibuilding the city in the acquisition
for appendicitis. With ehich he has of dig unexcelled institution, whch,
been confined the past week. Mrs. if secured, will place the city ahead
James accompanied her husband of all other places.
home, the one* having been at Smith- 1 The committeemen will immediate-
land with thi other members of bhp ty
family of Judge D. L. Senders who 
visit everybody and urge that
are summering there. 





Me. Charles F. James Taken to
ansville From Smithland.
OUSTED DOC.
Odd Fellows' Lodge Decided
Huggers Were Wanted.
Ev-
They Immediately Start Off Their
Work That Will Enlist the Aid
of Everybody.
The committee selected by the
Commercial club directors to prepare
for the fight to secure for this city
the Methodist college to be erected,
is beginning to start their vigorous
campaign to which they will enlist
the assistance of everybody in Padu-
cah because the movement needs the
help of all to be carried theougih to
success. Mr. Harry C. Rhodes,
chairman of the industrial toosinttee
for the club, has been made chairman
of the committee chosen to handle
the college proposition, while Mr. R.
H. Scott was placed thereon with the
other. These two are to select the
other three committeemen and this
will be effected today, when they
then begin their work of getting
actrowi the 1 in Bala is
that the '
Information crinyns: f t
n g" 
or
cougbed tip Revere) hundreds ' for
rmankeying h another's wife, has
been expetled4Ferin the 044 Faigsits'
lodge of tthat ereinity far isonelkat un-
becoming an affiliate. One gentleman
from that section stated the parties
connected with the scandal are high
in standing and that the aseassimition
of William Goebel did not create as
much talk around that vicinity as the
hugging match has.
Good Men Needed.
'Knowing that reliab:e, progressive
No and conservative people are needed to
properly handle the important ques-
tion* coming up for consideration in
the public affairs of all live and
wowing cities, and knowing that you
have ever put personal matters to the
side in order to fairly and impartially
serve your constituents. It I, tier de-
sire that Counicilinstn J. P. MKarty
stand for re-election from the Fifth





Decide That Teamsters' Strike Should
Woo Sorted.
Chicago. July 26- -The' teanieters'
..loint council last night decided that
the teamster./ strike Should tint
spread, and ordered all the local
unions that failed to obey the order,
to call .aff the strike to do No at once/




Citizens at large, appreciating ii r.
1
atisrling anti constnendable service
Councilman Exkivard Gilson has air,
en during his four years tenure of of-;
flee in the city legislative boart.ega
*Ton hitri the necessity of pervilfitIng
his name being used again in the
'coming Democratic primary for the
nomination to siscfeed himself, a
handsome majority being guaranteed
him CITIZENS AT LARGE




John Clark, colored, ha, reported
to the pollee the theft of his bicyele.
in the criminal line, as robbers gen-
erally take all they can get and then
while looking for more get in Sad.
Old Timer Located.
Detective Moore several day's ago
received a letter from L. L. Emery,
of Horroton, Texan asking for infor-
mation regarding John R. Hord, who
resided in this city back about war-
time. The sleuth /earned that Messrs.
Q. Q. Quigley and Thomas J. Atkins
both knew Itik. 'Hord when he lived
in this city, and he then wrote to Mr.
Emery referring him to those old-
time citizens who wilt inform the
Houston man of what they know.
Another Wheel FotOld.
Yesterday Detective Moore was in-
formed that a wriman'e bicycle was
left standing in the alley behind the
Michael res*nice on Seventh be-
tween Monroe -and Madison streets.
The officer 'went down and taking
charge of the wheel, carried it to the
City Hail, where the owner can pro-
cure it by calling for it. It is prob-
able some one stole the sober% and
after riding to attiir. %tett', content
abandoned it in the alleyway.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.








OFFICES: Beeton. Ky., rear beak
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,,
Room ti4 Fraternity Building.
New Phone tie. Old Phone 303.
Dr. Hoyer
tz3% South Fourth St
Office hours 9-11 a. m.
Office hours t-3 p. a.
Office hours 7-9 IL a.
New Mono No. Old Phone No. re.
Take Depositions
COMMISSIONER J. C. FLOUR-
NOY GOES TO CHATTA-
NOOGA MONDAY.
Carl Puryear Yesterday Elected As
Trustee of W. Avery Young
Bankruptcy Case
Attorney J. Campbell Flournoy
yesterday jested notices to all inter-
ested parties that he had set next
Monday•at Chattanooga, Tenn., the
time and place for taking depositions
in the bankruptcy charge against the
steamer Chattanooga. This
that Mr. Flonroy and many other
lawyers and interested parties will
go to Chattanooga on that date for
thie purpose. Mr. Flournoy has been
selected by Judge Walter Evans, of
the federal court of Liouisvilie, as the
special commissioner to take evi-
dence and report in the case. There
is still a fight owe- the $1.300 the ma-
rine insurance companies are trying
to hold back, they having policies on
the Chattanooga, which sank above
here and Was raised by time insurance
representatives'. It will take some
months yet to finally adjudicate the
proceedings.
Roy Held.
Buford Withers, it 13-year-old
white boy, was 'arrested yesterday
morning white stealing a ride on the
passenger train going
through here. He lives in Central
City and had ran away to Jackson.
Tenn., last week, hut feting all the
world be wonted to, (was en route
back home when taken off the train
at the depot and ordastid held utitiL
his people are heard from'- the
lad was released.
Secretary James WIlkelot
portnierit of agrientture, i= suffering
Tvesere-Rlectecl.
Yesterday a metting,pispre credit-
ors was hekl at tlie office of Referee
E. W. Bagby, in the Wil:iarrr Avery
Young banal-WU& cage. Carl Pur-
year was chosen by the creditors as
their trustee. Young is the railroader
of this city..cs 
First Meeting.
Referee &ashy yesterday named
August athsaa.the date for the first
meeting of creditote to be field at
Smiehland in the John F. Watson
bankruptcy ease. At that time the
trustee will be chosen to take charge
of the estate while it i; being wound
up
Old Advice—taugh and Grow Fat.
(Cleveland Leader 1
Mental %worries are fatal to hearty
Ian ghter. The man who broods
real or imaginary ills sektoms fanghs.
That's the reason 'worry makes peo-
ple lose flesh. Avid the moral t.% all
this is, don't worry. Join the frivnti-
ties of the silly season. .Go to farces.,
vanilessillet blotto the birepe and shoot •
the crie#1- Oet Int° itvkaa ':tbet
laugh and join in their laughter. It
is easier to laugh,heartVy in a crowd
than atolls Netier evetAtinitti..L heat—
you won t nntiie if yo l41 And
you won't get too fat—yotf will ac-
quire .thesinnotint that is necessary to
perfect health. You can not he hap-
py unleis you 'are healthy—and you




10 • • s
Repot-be -CA& tatevr Orleans officials t
shoe a'hei sheet the yellow him. ap-
peareit there tilers have isean teli„..ty,
the city. which was stolen 'Tuesday. from an attack of stile 
indigestion.; font cleats and t54 cases.
















































































• ct • • • speed that the Infente count not see
n 4-7 
them as they shot over the peace. In





 eleeme 11111M, 
&S'
BRAHIC THE box, then South,
 followed by Piett,
hut this order may be changed.
BOY WONDER: fielder who is catobing for Cairo,
Taafe, the former Princeton out-t ckl
 seems to he a first-class backstop.
Gilybert, one of inenderson's best
ritch
.LET INFANTS DOWN WITH 
nnattoon 9,622. These figures are
i
pee, has signed with Cotumble,, from the 1900 census and it is reas-
S. C., n the South Atlantic league.
FOUR HITS IN ELEVEN
INNINGS.
I
INDIANS AND ALICES LEAD.
'Cairo Treated to A Coat of White-
It was Becker, who leas heretofore
been invincible against Paducah, who
was pounded for ten bits yesterday.
Seeing like it has been a year since
Paducah played here but the team
will be home Sunday with Princeton.
Paducah and Vincennes are 200
points ahead of Princeton and Canon
but conditions may change in a
wash by Vincennes in Fast jiffy.
, The Indians have their eyes on the
!horsehide. Ten hits isn't bad. The
special didn't Fay if there were any
i , -; owners.
1 "Beady played hie first game with
. the Evansville Central league team
yesterday and out of four times up
be got a ejngle and a two bagger."
; ;Princeton and Paducah will begin
, a series of four gamen here next
!Sunday. .Manage
r Ray has strength-
ened his team since last here and
'an- , wilt give the Indians some hard work.
r 
Paducah certainly got the worst of
the division of the Henderson and
Hopkinsville players, but Paducah
aid not need more than one or two.
The team can probably land the sec-
ond flag with the present men.
Ike Durrett nas been made mana-
ger of the Montgomery team in the
Southern league. Matv local fans
will remember Durrett. He was Isere
with the Toledo team early in The
spring, hut for some time has been
playing left field for InDentgoncene.
Mickey Finn, former manager` of
Toledo, nut now at the head of Nash-
has written Firesidtnt , Gns
Thompson that Paducah and Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., are being considered to
take the berths of Shreveport and
nLittli. Rock in the Southern league,
Mer this fairon -unit • in-fing-Ine
!thinks Paducah would have no troll
ble its making good.
I League President Charles Brown
has returned from Vincennes and
I Princeton. He reports the meeting
l at Vincennes was very harmonious
and prediets that every club will
make money from now until the
season ends because the teems are
more evenlymatehed, creating more
interest, and the mileage is consist.-
erably lees than the six-clisb league.
He was treated royally at both peaces.
It's not fair for the Indians to have
to play kw ttsceetnieent they .have al-
ready won. If they ein the four-daub
pennant why f.hrxikl they not have
the credit of having two. If they lose
the last one then thy must be cred-
ited with taking the six-club pen-
nant. But Paducah etseres to have
. gotten the worst of everything this
seeson, even on holiday games. But
the management stood for it in or-
der to have a league.
The Hopkinsvillie New Era says:
"Otto Mullen, who was a member of
the Ifennlestene be* team when the
i
break-up came, reached town thi9
morning. Mullen says that when the
team disbanded the management
owed the players $675, not a cent of
which wa, paid. The players then
took around a subscription list from
which they realized $r2 each. A ben-
efit game was also played ninety net-
ted them something additional.
A telegram from Huntsville. Ala..
nays: "The mianagesennt of the
Huntsville ha-sleben team express sat-
isfaction over the disbanding of the
Tri-State league and believe that bet-
ter baseball can be seen here with an
independent team. Recent local ad-
dition, are Red ?if urch. Hoffman.
Mme-Notes of Game.
New Standing of the Clubs.
W. L.
Rachwah  3 2
Vincennte ......... 3 2
4 Cairo  2 3
Princeton  2 3
•
Yesterday's Results.
Paducah 3, Princeton 1 (It
mingle)













































































Princeton, Ind., July 26.-In one of
the prettiest and hardest fought
games on the local diamond this
season the Indiansebeat the Meals in
the eleventh inning by heavy stick
work. The store .riseltect 3 to 1.
Dick Bralic. the Indian,' papoose
pitcher, was on the slab and he had
sew% an assortment of twisters and
the
3 10
ot Princeton  T 4 2







'jecyennee, Ind., July "S.-Today:a
t by Vincenne-s could be told in
a few wends Cairo., Couldn't 'hit
Duggan. He was pitted again et Mor-
gan the former star testi-kr for Hen-
derson. Morgan peciwd a game that
woitki ordinarily win. but Duggan
pitched a little better. Only six hits
were made in the game; two by Cai-
ro and four by Vincennes. Both
teams accorded then pitcher, excel-
lent support. The game by innings:
Innings, I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9--T e
Cairo, ' 000 0000 00-0 2 2
Vincennes 00000 1 cio x-I 4 t
Batteries-Morgan and Tilsit; Dug-
flan and Matteson.
4
I got ---four hits. The Indians gave
him almost perfect support.
On the other band, Becker, who
has been a stumbling block to the
Indian., was pounded all over the
net. being touched for ten safe drives.
The first tun of the game was
made by Princeton in the fifth in-
ning. It proved to be the team's fi-
nal 'core. Paducah did not score un-
til the ninth when the Indians got
one. In the eleventh 'Inning they
made two.
The " s minute y
a Paducah
BASEBALL NOTES.
W5ley Piatt pitched great ball
Tuesday
And aren't the teams playing great
ball? Keep it up.
Dick Beattie certainly pitched some
Four hit, in eleven innings is going
All the tennes are well equipped
with fine twirler* and alue fast play
ere.
President Thompson rather than
ecittabble over Perdue let him go to
Vincennes.
This is Frakes' day to work in the
GREEN 6
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
• A "King of Rezors," has moved from
40a Broadway to roe South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
Pea.
Vitter, and Krebs from the Cotton
States league. The Sheffield team has
taken on weverai players from the
Hopkinsrville, Ky, team, and (sounded
Vitter today and shut I-lento-ilk out."
'Clvartey Beemer, the premier pitcher
of the Kitty league. has accepted
tern". with the Decatur, Ill., team in
the Three-Eye leagve, and left Sun-
day to join teat organization. Bo-
uvet had several offers, but consid-
ered the Decatur terms the • best,
they giving 'him a salary on $125 per
month. Cairo "won" Flornar in the
dice throwing at [Henderson but had
res binding deem on him after he was
released by the locat management.
This melees two Hoplcinsville pitchers
now with the 'Decatur team, these
being iBotriar and Gill Edwards.-
Hopkineville New Era.
'A local afternoon piper says some
of the Illinois cities mentioned for
a league with Paducah and Cairo
next year are unknown quantities,.
For its information the populations
are published: Danville, 19,537; Jack-
sonville, 15,o78; Belleville, 17,4144;
onable to expect they have grown.
They are also up-to-date cities and
good baseball cities, They. are close-
ly situated, too. There ate other
good baseball cities in Illinois and
it would not be necessary to take all
of these in. Expenses in the South-
ern are very !heavy, and it is a ques-
tion whether Paducah cound stand
them. Of course the Southern league
is favored, by local fans but money
enough must be raised or guaranteed
to pay expenses for the season before
entering, if Paducah enters. It is
ban not to take a pill you can't
Everything Ready! River Ripplings.
ROBERTSON & GARDNER TO
es 'START SEWER WORK IN
TWO WEEKS.
_
Mr. Gardeer Goes to Chicago to Look
at Machine Which Digs Ditches
And- Trenches.
.erraneernents have been completed
by the Southtrn Bitulithic compapy
to eub-let to Ccmtractoes Roberts in
& Gareetr the contract for putting
down the storm sewer, underneetn
Kentucky avenue from Second to
Ninth etrents, Jefferson from Second
to Ninth, and Sixth, Seventh and
Ninth from Jefferson to Kentucky
avenue. The bittslithic people also
awarded to Robertson & Gardner
seelnlow, but some would ;be willing the work of grading these thorough-
fares for the ;brick and bitulitbic
work to be done on them. Mr.
Gardner yesterday received a . letter
from President Ingram, of the Nash-
NEW SCHEDULE. vine company, whet-in he stated that
'be had signed the contract sub-letting
Adopted at the Meeting Held in Vin- this part :cellar work to the Padus
cahens and would forward the papers
to the necal contractors so they could
attach their signatures to same. The
encements are expected within a
day or two.
Mc. Gardner said yesterday that he
intended leaving for Chicago within
the next few -days tininciok at some
'huge weictrines that are manufac-
tured for the especial purpose of
digging ditches, like those excavated
when storm sewers are put down.
He wants to see how rapidly these
new machines work, and if they suit
he and Mr. Robertson will either
lease or buy one of them, to bring it
here foe their work. It will be the
first of its character ever brought to
the city. Always heretofore the la-
borers have had to dig the ditches
with shoed& and_this; takes_ very
long time at great expense.
The conneact to lay the storm wa-
ter sewers equals about $16,000, while
the Padvcah contractors will get ex-
tra pay for grading the entire street
as they proceed with the sewer ope-
rations. They win excavate from
gutter to gutter so the bitulithic peo-
ple can come along behind and have
nothing to do but lay their composi-
tion* in the streets set apart for That
character of improvement, and the
brick people come along with their
paving brick for those thoroughfares
Cairo at Paducah-August 7, R, 9. to be reconstructed with
 this mate-
to; August 27, 28, 39, 30; September rial. Paving brick go o
n the avenue
17 tni. from First to F
ourth, and Jefferson
Vincennes at Princeton-August 7, Jeri Second mieyeftb. while 
the bat-
ik 9, to; August 27, eft, 29, 30; Sep- atict of the streets will 
have bitu-
tember 17, 18. lithlc used on them.
Paducal at Cairo-August TI, 12, Mr. Gardner states the
y will start
13, 14; September 2, 3, 4, 5, Septem- the storm water 
work in about two
bee 19, 20. weeks!earil it will take 
knee menthe to
Princeton at Vincennes-August finish the sewer, and gr
ading. The
It, 12, 13, 144 September 2, 3,4, 4: bitulithic and bric
k work follows
September 19, 20. them up right along to the 
react
egity„.„Fesseineer Weserington stated
e Feta y that.'-he esld leave' Rob-
ert son & Gardner tet start the sewer
work off down on lower Court street.
When the storm' sewer was laid upon
Court from First to Second by thee
contractor.; it was put only on the
North Side of that block. Now over
on the South side it win be laid by
the contractors up to Second, and
then from Second on tout to Ninth
goes on both sides. By the sewer
work wafting down on Court this
rneane the brick work begins there
also,
for Paducah to go into the National
league if the opportunity were offer-
ed.
cennes Monday.
(Following 19 the four-club sched-
ule adopted by the Kitty league of-
ficials at Vincenne9 last Monday. It
is the schedrule formulated by Man-
ager John Ray, of Princeton. The
four-club schedule drawn up by M.
J. Farnbaker, of Cairo, was submit-
ted, but Ray's was considered the
best. It is as follows:
Paducah at Vincennes-July 22, 23,
24, 25; Augiist 15, 16, 17; September
5* 6, 7.
'Cairo at Princeton-July 22, 23, 24,
28; August 15 16, 17; September 5, 6,
Cairo at Vincennes-Juty 26, 27, 28,
29; August 18, 19, zo; September 8,
9, to.
•Parettentreet Prier eerie-Jul y
alk 29; August 18, 19, 20; September
9, to.
Vincennes at Cairo-July 30, 31,
August 1, 2; August 21, 22, 23; Sep-
tember It, 12, 13.
;Princeton at Paducah-July 30, 31,
August 1, 2; Augus• 21, 22, 23;; Sep-
tember 12, 13.
Princeton at Cairo-August 3, 4, 5,
6; August 24, 25, 26; September 14,
is. 16.
Vincennes at Paducati-August 3,





Valuable jewels Stolen From Two
Residences in the Metropolis.
New York, July 26.-A daring burg
lary was brought to light Tuesday,
ahem cirerrizre deseribing Si5i000
worth of stolen jewelry were sent out
to all pawnterokere in New York
A wealthy New York business men,
who has a country home in Connec-
ticut, and who sailed for Europe with
his family lest week, is staid to have
been the victim.
The Connecticut police have been
unebk to get any trace of the burg-
lars or their plunder, and lists of the
missing property have been scattered
throughout the United States, with
offer, of a liberal reward. The most
highly valued article stolen was a
necklace ire turquoises, which had
been a famine heirloom, and which
was also of great intrinsic value.
Another circular, sent out by a de-.
tective agency, makes public another
robbery, ammonite; to $2000, which,
by a rseer coincidenoe, occurred in a
New York residence on the sawn< day
that the robbery was committed in
iCormecticut. The name of the loser
; has been witeheed. Included- in the
I loot wee a necklace of eighty-one, pearls, with a cross, suspended, from
;it, made of eleven pearl.... Another
necklace consists of fifty-five




Ex-Gov. Bradley, in Potters' Bank-
ruptcy Case, Charges Collusion.
Louisville, Ky., July 26.-Former
Gov. W. 0. Bradley sprung a sensa-
tion hi 'the federal court Tuesday
when in answer of P. J. Potters' Sons.
bankers of Bowling Green, Ky., who
assigned recently to an inwhintary
action In bankruptcy he charged that
Jacob Solinger arid J. R. Duffin, well
krinvam attorneys' of this city. had en-
tered into an agreement to force the
institution into bankruptcy in order
to itet a large feel. The collusion is
claimed to have been made between
Duffin and Solinger and four local
creditors of the hank. The bank's ae-
ons and leabilitise are slightly over a
minion each.









:Jr. Carmel, 5.5; falling.
nvine, 8.7; rieing.
Pitts:ring, 5.8; rising.
Devis !slated Dam, 5.6; standing.
St. Louie, 19.9;
Mt. Vernon, 13.3; fatting.
Paducah, 144; felling.
Yesterday afternoicze there departed
for the Tennessee rixer the set-antes
Clyde. She corn-es back again next
Monday night.
°Tomorrow morning the steamer
Kentucky will come out of the Ten-
nessee river and lay ;here until 5
o'clock Saturday afitiernorm before
getting out on her return that way.
This morning there gets out for ,
'Cairo at 8 o'clock the steamer Dick i
Fowler. She comes back tonight at
t 'c/clock.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back again to-
IMCPTTOW While today's boat in that
teade is the John S .Hopkirse.
The Reuben Dunbar got in from
Clarksville yesterday, left for Nash-
ville and comes back from the ineer
place next Sunday.
The Peters Lee gees to Memphis
tonight and lays there until 5 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon before getting
away on her return trip.
The Rees Lee will reach Cincinnati
tomorrow and leave there at 5 o'clock
Saturday afitiernoon on her return this
way.
The City of Saltillo should reach
St. Louis tonight and leave there to-
morroweafteerwort on  her return for 
the Tennessee river.
The City of Savannah is due up
this morning bound for the Tenneseee
elver from Sc Louis.
The City of Memphis is due mr of
the Tennessee river today bound for
S. Levis.
On Bridal Tour
MEresSRS CHAILLE AND BRIDES





This headache remedy is per 
fectly safe. There is nothing
in it which could possibly harm
Large Crowd of Young People En-
joyed Dance Last Night at The
Park-Justice Weds.
Next nfonday Msesers. Floyd and
Lloyd Chaille, of Miami, Flee will ar-
rive here from Plant, Tenn., to spend
several days with their aunt, Mrs.
John K. Bonds, of Clay between
Fifth and Sixth streets, while out on
their bridal tour. They will be ac-
companied by their mother, Mrs.
Carrie Chadic, who win spend' .a
month with her sister, Mrs. Bonds.
Mrs. Chaille is a former reeident of
this city and is charmingly remem-
bered by many friends who will greet
her cordially on this, her first visit
for some years. The wedding ft,
the ytMitiff wen- ocuare.ed last night
at Plant, Mr, Lloyd Chaille marrying
Miss Lula E. Warren and Mr. Floyd
Chaille marrying Mies Eliza Hay-
good. The bridal party iirrives Mon-
day on the steamer Clyde, on which
the two couples expect to return
Southward.
Delightful Dance.
A large crowd of young folk's en-
joyed a (fence last evening at Wah.
lace park pavilion.
Married Yesterday.
Justice Ben Smithers of Graham-
vine, returned yesterday morning
from Louisville. bringing with him
his intended, Miss Mteggie Apple-
gate. The two, accompanied by
Mi ses Maggie Smithers and *able
Applegate, went from here to Me-
tropolis, where Justice Liggett mar-
ried the couple.
Secretary D. W. Coon", of the
Commercial club, expects to leave
today for Cincinnati and Cleveland,
0., to confer with the proprietors of
pottery plants, 'who are open to ne-
gotiations looking towards Messing BUILDING.
to some other city. Mr. Coons will
push Paducates claim,. FICE, r99; RESIDENCE,
When your head is throbbing
and well-nigh splitting wina a
terrible headache take Henry's
Headache Powders and your
heedeche will speedile vanish.
RE AL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will giv.e the most heat, burns up clean
Family Lump, well:screehed lic bu.
Large Nut _ 10c bu











In I I t ne-esteentel ertetel-4-: teneeeenerre
The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamos Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those made elseweere, we
are prepared to furnish all








In fact, anything in Rubber Stamp








The recollection of the
our prescriptions remains
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
ntn and Broadway. Tel. egt.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
urramr-z-̂ usPuritssrshanner-
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 12:5.
C. B. Hatfield
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUBSIL
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEIB
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
OLD PHONE, OP.
316.
Large Egg 11c ̀bu.
Nut 10c bu.
Unitel States Gas, Coal Coke Company
13Qth phones 254, Office Fc:_)1 ...3f Ohio St
s
hD OF —ANCIEENT lame&
laborers at Wilittalossherit. N. T., thee
earth at Appeours to Ile
014 fleavenby Visitor.
What seemed to be fragments of a
ague tie iron meteor, which may hays
descended to the earth centuries ago,
was discovered the other they by some
laborers who are excavating a *ells,
is Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Itreet, Williamsburg, N. Y. The dine
poyery was made at a depth of 40 feet,
being necessary to remota a hill he
fleet high before the sidewalk levet was
leached.
Upon reachtng a tea-foot depth ta
Ike cellar excavation the men came
*you the bard substanou end at first
believed it nothing' but solid rock. Ita
pxtraordinery weight, herterver, mad*
them examine it more closely, and
when they cut into a large piece of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of Iron ore beseeth a
surface several Inches deep of herb
stied yellow clay.
The search was extended furthera
and the men came upon a perfectly
formed ape's head mad also a lases
head. Ali the matter was turned °wee
to "rank N. Schell, the contrnotor,
who will transfer the relies to some
aauseum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Sae*.
that when this meteor feIl, perbirps
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient Is evident
from the hard yellow clay wide% gars
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
&3f.-Savins Devisee tad Spesial Merl.
to Bo Place* en hona• of ti•
Warehipe.
The navy department is previdial
some of the warships with a new If.
raft. says • Washington epeedel to
the New York World. It consists oil
an elliptical eopper tabs somewhat
Iliattened. with wir-tight senepera
Monts, strengthened by Raw The
tube is incased in cosh,
oanvas and made absolutely water-
tight. Attached to Ws heat is a
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is suspended • wooden slatted
bottom The netting is suspended
en the inner side of the fleet °ram
Anis which travel on leakage.
It the bottom rest. -* the props,
peidtlen, no matter which aids of the
diet falls upon the water when it
is thrown overboard. It does net re
villa to be righte& adjusted oe
Israeli ahem* h is ready for servile/
the teemed It strike* the wets.
Oars ape ateaehal to the aides of the
less to propel it when it is oserapied.
lhasegt persons cannot get oi this
enott to wink te, and, alike the life-
bask It cannel impels* or founder,
tear, Eke • raft, ge to phases against
the sides of a ship.
• The war department Is eersidering
eke advisability of equipping army
eransporte with the same sort of
teat.
P
NAUTICAL SCHCilL AT MANILA.
Naval °meta* t • De liveryiblatp Pees
a *le to Inerrease Ellicton,or
of the leetitatler..
Naval °Mobile at Manila Stead to de
everything possible for an success of
the nautical school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been in
charga of Lieut. RicharcleTownley,
United States navy, who 
a 
recently
detached feu, that duty and ordered
home for emapileity in certain irreg.
nlar business relatiens with army sub
eistence officers at shfanilh. Another
officer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine islands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform thJ duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is chief.
ly of • technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal Instruction in the general
branches of mathematic& geography,
grammar. English and histoiy.
It is contemplated to provide the.
oehool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruo
Mon in navigation, seamanship, and
the general require.nenta of the pro-
fession for with& the students are te
be prepared.
Wireless Telegraphy for Warships.
Rest Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of *gulp:tient, will point
✓ut in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing+
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer.
lean men of war with &system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
prepriation is obtained he will recom-
mend *Yet system to be adopted for the
oaval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
ton Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply oecupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
funded to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be rent to Eng-
Med to represent the navy In the
trials of the two new systems de-
veloped by Lloyd'e agency.
atiretrilettp ou New York Dentral.
Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip itf
tiles from the city's limits to the
Orand Central station, is more thou
a possiblity of the near future. It Is
esti] that an *tactile engine, in many
of its details nnlike anything now is
irervice, has been perfeeted, and that
It will soon have trial. If its SU.
Is as great as is rornised, steals
power may pass from bk. Grand' p
Oral ate, lion before Jan y 1, lel It
•alue of siteneseta Var tag an
Minnesota farm iambi have
eased more thlua 100 per oct..111‘
.an. during the paid metes rem%
HELPS FOX
Nemo of Inforetattoe Peaneloeue
Celnary Departneent-asene
Ricelleszt
Aluminum is now being used ens
iensitely as a meter aal for toilet anti/-
ace. It has advantage& over selves/
at being light in weight and neve,
tarnishing, while it costs leer and cm
be treated in an equally artistic man-
ger, says Boston Budget..
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one boa
e reliable cue to begin operations.
'or instance, have • small can of it
And mix it through two gillo of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
rill of consomme in which is nue
solved half an ounce or even less
gelatine. Put thin into paper cases
3r into little china molds and set
an ice for as long a time as peera.
tart, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
Old potatoes should always be
placed over the stove in cold water
•nd new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old Potatoes stand in ice wa
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and before coosang.
Epicurean butter is meted with
frilled meats, etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of fi esh butter
in a small bowl, and w.irk into it
thoroughly with the poiat of a sit
Jer knife a mixture of rayenne,
mixed iho-b powder, minced pareley,
'emon juice and mushraoin powder.
Alien this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
into uainly pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made In
spreading thin ovals o: bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
chopped olives sod a little anayon.
asise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as me peels
an apple, being careful not to let tt
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is oftes
asect.; in doughnuts and fried drop
cakes, causing the dough to beret out
to very irregular Pebbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and anahapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow.
fler makes the dough rime sbowty, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results. either put the
biennia into an ov. a of moderate
rather than intoner heat, that they
may bars time to rise before a brown
or** Is formed. er let them stand
beta imitates to rise, amil then pat
than into • hot area.
*tamed chicken or creamed sweat/.
breads may tales the plisse of creamed
oysters, aid are really mere whole-
some and mare easily preeered. Par-
boil the Kweethresde and pick them
apart; to mob pale allow one can of
atualtrot nis washed and chopped fine.
Stir the into a pint of cream sauce.
Where • hic.kee is used, to each three
pounds -if chicken that has been most
sereful and cut into rlioe




littraett- • rosters* of Waists wadi
tle••••• for ••••••••••r Wear-A
tosses 01 leum,cos.
Apropos ef revtvals. It may not be
sallies to hint iliat • return of the
pannier corers: set, is persistently
threatened. ea:, • a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scurf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bite of contrast
make a feature of Parte gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and .handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
foundation for the skirt.
Red' silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
['hey are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are In red and
black.
There is a new China silk which I.
distinguished by perpendicular lines
Df open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
ieep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
lace threaded with narrow velvet rib-
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
Onite a number- os the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow One
re the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sornethees two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jsebot and concealing the fas-
tening of the bodice.
Keep the blether YOmoir and gam.
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
face when we lay cooing in her arms,
and she was the happiest of women in
sonsequenee. Is It not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we APO
.'own? No girl. lam sure, could pm-
iibly misinterpret me Into meaning
that we are to turn sobes wonsidera-
lions into foolish -idionle. What I
really mean is that many matters
would be improved if a Renee of home*
shed its light upo itermi and tad/seas
bass he a000mpJl4h 4 by girls. mII
GIBINISa• be 441.1ilar ammielt I
I hi 10001.IDITY southers hmtots est
LIN .lees than s dreads ago there still re
maimed a rural section which the people bi
et oestumply headed down hem a
the towns designated as the "jungle," a9.=
wises this ion el the *aunty was isolated
Lem • roads and covered with denseThe "jangle" fell behind la the
march of progress. The farm wagon ooze
eared theta/Kart* church ea &Ledos whoa
the peopte en the prairie rode hi Npiletif
wagers" or owned buggies. There erases*
g=Zstyle of architecture, which tidbitawn, the square log beam with
me ream and • bexed-ap kitchen sills sita
The lights streaming through the sae ma
window showed such decorations an the
walls as s shotgun and rifle, the hern pew,
der flask and htuaing pouch, lied trepkiss
of the heat, while on winter evenings the
'leering firelight from the cavernous fire-
place threw shadows in and out among the
feeteens, of onions, a dried pumpkin, sad
"middlites" euspendeviirom the rafters.
The house in which Wester Lane Iris bora
stood in • small cleared space in the heart
of the "jangle." Here she grew ta wessaiee
hood with no wider experience with the oefr
side world than the weekdag. walk is the
wearers village, and an annual jouraey to the
scanty seat in fair time.
Fier first hardship came to her at the le,.
ef six, when she must trudge each day lot
3 miles to the district schooL But school
Wain the "jungle" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "schoolin' " because
the girls married and had no use for it.
There were no bachelor maids in the "Puo
Lie." Marriage was a certainty about which
theng could be no doubt.
HI4ter Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" cai.ed a "good, smart girl." it
Was expected she would make a good matek
If the Lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was because
Rester's hand trained the morning glory
vines over the window in summer and hid
Lb. woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy-
hocks and princess feathers. Tin pans
and pails shone nowhere eke with each
beightnese and luster as they did on that
breech outside the kitchen door. Besides
Hester had pieced more patchwork quilts
se the long winter evenings thas any other
girl In the "jungle," where • feather bed
met bedding and • oow was the dowry every
belle eras expected to bring to her live
bred. •
Hester had her choice between
,Bludsoe's eon William o and "Jive
oboe. 'fatter was the big la slier
the "jungle" and could *et off tee acme
for the young people es start out with. Be
log • prw4ent-intnded young man, His
ter took 'Jim" and the vedettes day woo
set for Oetorber.
Squire Bledeoa, who had "tied the base
in every marnaes whack had
bike* piece in the "Nag! far &made,
letS611:1 edam advise es he disemesmeni
ansaisary tar the_ meg people te taket •
wirtZettebratioa be the o. tad
in the linagle wale s qui* offish,
Isdiewting day, when tins yams hesimad teed
Ilibeirrisle *ids father's loom
sad priori Rester looked as ober
sat loafs ea the beat soot ad the
new Imam to her "iodate ire* el "dry
the delsho," trimmed wttb white lam es
the rufitee, and her last semen% hat me
teesested with trash ribbon bows'. This
r.111114• sale of nip end better above thewen eareame represented the savtopi
bossily Froseries for Insley trues. It wee
"beadtinada" too, sirettie smelt* net
pat loins one of the *ranee of the Lae
heescksld.
LAY $S they were, the "%fate
wen arriving before them. The chairs
were arranged is • semicirele around the
ream. sad "Jlrn" and Herter sat down
sear the open doer.. The eempsay, the
eider members fire, earns forward one by
see and shook them by the hand awl si•
lured their seagratolatiens. Them was
say one phrase in which the good trishaw
*load votwilfed. "I wish you much toy,"
repeated sash neighbor, solemnly, an ff sod
dew* agate. Thai these was idlers la the
rem, the guests raring him= the
beide and groom, who relieved em
Iserremossat geemeseal whimsey *sash
ether.
Wbee. the tests and witty =OW whIe
enlivened the festivities of the
were exhausted some of the elder folks be.
put reentaiweasing ad former wedding se
maims.
"It's metres how the world does change,"
said Uncia ",Tinney" Taylor, He and kb
wide 'duet Lame," were the pioneers
el the "firaels." "You young forks who
get 'married and 'tart out in the world
nowadays don't know what hard times are.
You've timber to floor yew house with,
and a gook stove, and you can buy belt
sad *halm and table already made is
wain't se 50 pars ago, when Laura and I
get !tubed.
•Taara lived at old Kaskasida Ho
Mulg had come over on to the Bliaots Attelentucky, and I, being a roving chap
sad tiled of Tenneese• ha* turned lib /bin
MO depend went to work for him. Neel
tug was all dens by hend is those days, and
Laura helped in the corn !Latins. We fell
Is love and were One day after
thet I tea Laura up behind ors is a !sorsa
pad with all our worldly goods tied tat
ht a sew mentry. Ab's ofool otiora
handle we started out to seek ear
we reached the 'jungle," and
Flees of land and built a cabin. I saacit'eall
the furniture with.my own hand and LIstu
molted oa the coals in the had
I. go to Lt. Louis for almost everythine
la thaw yso and Laws staid aloes in the
wilderness, but the /tidiest' wire goo*, sad
there warn', saything mom dangerous la
the woods ilea varmints and wildasta."
"And we didn't have 'Wait' diapers tis
ghee* day.," said 'Jim's' father. We had
turkey and venison. whisk we shot tai the
wood', and for coke and pie we hod good
sera poem baked In the coals on the hearth
'Jlm's' mother didn't have a etc
wedding dress like Hester hers, het
Unser woolsey she wove herself and
the wool for it, too. There wasn't s•
hate he them days; the girl was proud
mild "et a bit of milee to make a saabew
sea"
Them would have bees mere Aeries of the
pod old days when reigned at
"eddies 'feasts, but the men mos harry
ihs ron went down the Icepo"Jim&itin
May for the "houserstshog," and
'irefully hewn sand piled ou a pretty id*
so the ten serfs were In their plat% sad
t new home was ready in the "Jungle.
heaths evening "Bill" Bludsoe, the so
Monitor, to show that he sh•wiAind sobrought his fiddle and there WM It
Oases is the new house, a "Insmo-wars•
end the wedding fertivities wen mist
"Jim" and Hester still Dv. la tha
but the 'house has mho
added to it, aid a nest picket he*
well-kolpt erchaed sad Bemires avi•
moo the prosperity widob to tritasfermins
ista e progressive fannies
anti lb. Niefair" sad the
via oo-so be only a Weis
ow of iffilhasson.
"INFAIR." PrIMAL f'•JYCHOLOS/ atrITCR GIEIS TREY W717— 1111 "Via" °I "num'1 _
Questions Suggested by the Poo*
liar Habits of Raccoons.
aphatone et e• Southern Otos- • el
the Were ot the Sennalooli
tellleenr ne.Aisens
et thoWoods.
emertuial psychology is to be studied,
't see, in Paris," said an observant
iftizen recently, according to the
New Orteame Times-Democrat, "and
The scientists are going to take the
eubteet up he a aystemette way. That
Is • good plain It is a broad field, sod
research along these lines will no
toubt be prof:hustles of muchintereets
lug data. Heretofore what aciehtista
have said along this line, and in fact
in they breve learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, enil it may be said
that animal psychology has not plowed
beyond the pee...Ay experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
tetenthrt when he took up the study of
lhe emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is !sating in thee definite data
which would place animal psycholog-y
tmong the so-called exact sciences.
gut ft has occurred to me that se busy,
bustling center of population, where
sne may find so much that is artificial,
.o much that is out of harmony with
the natural order of thin" would
ant be the place to prosecute in an
:nteilig•ent and satiefeetory wee s
itady of this in terepting subject.
itirroundings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor
'matte for the observance of mental
nrorevess in the lower order of life,
although, of course, mecte may be
eisriteti by the method which has been
tdopted by aseopein 'scientists.
"To the southern pert of the United
ItXtes these sciientista might fled much
Zeta that would give them a more
lefin.te clew to the I-ease-nine meth-
s& of stunned, of the lower order.
Met Retie trick-Mt theupporetun. for
Itetarnee, whets he feigns death. showe
as element of shrewdness which one
merely findh. in orders of tntellterenoe
Anpposiedly higher. Take the raccoon.
ti it that be will leap up on one
Me of a tree and then temp as far as
vs can from the other side? It is a
.rick. He is 'trying to fool the dog
that Is after bint by making him be-
leve he is asp the tree. The 'coon has
orseticed this game for so long that
ad well trained dog will ever bowie"
• free antil he has eireted around it
lostral time, to see if the game has
sot resorted to the usual make-indices
'Why is it thaw, a ••••/011, when the
tree Is falling under the effect of the
lOrnter's az_ will scamper dowe •os
.runk of the tree toward the stawp7
t has two reasons for doing it. Is
the first piece. unless the dog knows
VII business.. ti• will rush out in the
ilrection of the falling tree. believing
th• game will scamper out from the
cp. In the seeond place, he reasons
that it le eater for 'body and limb
is either eyeat he is reasoning 'shout
be thing. It Is a payehological pro°
•se. Instances haiii been reported
.y hunters of whore 'coons would
asp from the top of failing trees,
seemingly knowing th•t they were
pureued by trained does, who wotild
'tang around the stump itatil they
-meld scamper down the trunk of the
%see. But the rule Is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make."
soncluded the obeervent citizen, "is
that the woods ar t fined wit% these
evidence., which might give the sci-
entists a clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
Seasonal caiesseree a ils• Colo. et
Cereals laseart• mad bled.
easekly Ooser.
l
eapt, and she was vary 'ay. nest of
hoot, the mad had, winos arriving at
a igarriageable age. pawed sae
'Irlikehhig dkr. is safi.aag whimsy* floo
gtvtag of her
Mee Mash& tante area as the ris•
mat festival oecessies bad roeeeeded
in asedlisanetng all her purge/era
Many were the races she had rim. but
sever had a switch or • pan of weber
some within reaching distance of her
farm. It was then that kadreve
rotrasky. a shrewd young sea. wite
had perrposety waited until Miss Nan.
hulk bad booenne fatlysed, gave abase.
Off darted ttio maid, end after boa
sped the pursuer.
Dow' ibe railroad weak they
meshed, ad unheeding. Se exed,ed
were both coatestants—the mars res-
ider for a wife, the girl for liberty--
dust the approach of a train was ern
settee& The engine tooted shrilly
ead at Ms blast Miss Manhole, at'
righted, eensibled and fell upon the
rail. Rath of her toes were cot oil
below the inset but the doctors say
she will Bye. And Eobingky. rd-
lees of her being a cripple,
that he will keep Itn. wit!". r'-'11rt ite wed
a'er tcwri so soon ......-
=:bls is
Moe. the nurse's care.
A polar bear would not ease a
'hence in stalking seals if it were
'11 a darker color. The only Wadi
epot about it is the tip of it. nose -
the sailors who first landed on vari-
ous unknown arctic shores and bays
slated that the beers us-ii to take
them for seals, and begin to aiitlh
them at a considerable distance, lying
Iowa flat ea their bellies in the at-
titude in which the vvell-ktiosvn pho-
tographby*Mr. Gambier Bonne shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, said
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an 1.-- hummock, whets
they would get tn.. ,set-r over to see
if the "seals" wee.* alartaed. and
wriggle on again. The sailors added
that they could always see the black
lose when the beer got up near, and
Twed that, the bear put his paw *ter
sits muzzle to bide it. The &retie
'oxen. the "blue" hate, the ptarrmean,
ryper and mike all undergo the sew
venal change to white by an identical
•sroeens. stays the London Spectatoo.
The hair or feathers, as the case
mieht be, loam color and turn white
'.bat may almost be described as
tn Instantaneous process. Ts the
tole, and birds the white comes in
-latches; bait the speed of the voiia
-hence is remarkable. There ale
/fluty stories of people whose hale
Its turned white hum shock "in •
Angle night." Jut: mg by the birds
:7nd totes, thee, sto.-eus must be true.
"So ene ever sees the process of fad-
ng going on. The feather or /etch
If fur which wile brown or sr . ty
tray suddenly whitens. Yet no
-me aetually seen the color going%
nio explanation torealy given I. that
t takes place by night. There seems
to 'belt way" tint wetwees the white
tad the original oolor.
Pa oat et be nate.
The rather—I 110 glad John COS
elected to congress.
The Mother—Yea It's a greet rer
Set has tried so smay ways of
sassing • livlak 4.4 kast-Itotato10
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
Iii.411•• ewe tatereistims Dt vers.*,
Ammile. Toss. Irolko to 111.1..
wove lOosplio.
Pred W. Carey has recently bees
traveling through an almoet unknows
part of the Chieeee nen *tattoo. width
Os between China proper and Burmah.
In the sossount of hie journey. which
be recently read before the Boyal
Geographical society, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the eons.
try, though his opinion of the men is
sot ma datteriag, says the New Yolk
Sea.
In their face and figure, he says,
&ape Sham resemble the Japanese,
mad 'the warren are, to say the least,
feet as unconventional and fasetnetIng.
There the resemblance eada. The miss
ere Lary. good-for-nothing fellows, who
sever wort unless they ere absolutely
obliged to de so. The women toil due-
hi, the summer ha the Hoe fielda and
spend their time when at home is
wearing sloth and in household du-
ties. They weer a very pretty cow
tame, tosluding • long white petth
soot, which is much more becornitig
than the arty misshape-a trousers of
the Chinese worn. 'n,.
Mr. Carey describes a diversion of
the young people which very nanch
tweeted him. As he passed throsigh
the villages the girls often provided
thetneelvee with cotton seed belle
which they call love balls, and many
times he was pelted with these love
missiles. Ile says they were of course
sot intended to convey any message
to him, but at the festivities witted'
latroracos during New Year's these
sol Nina have very Important
part to play.. On these oocasions with
trig °mid be more significant to a
Tonne man, for abs is very careful te
throw it only to the particular young
titan whom she would like' to marry.
Thus she expressea her preference fry
rose or another of the swains. If the
man cattehea the ball, the fact
C1,24eure indication that he whole*
I. wed the girl, and the engagement
might as well be antouneed at once.
Piet if he misses the ben, the fact Io-
dinates that he does not reciprocate
ths• affection the tnaiden desires te
five him an/I she must find a lover
elsewhere. At all other times the game
Is simply a mode of flirtation, when
Lb. maiden or man who falls to catch
the bon must pay a toe-felt to the
throws/.
*Mew Carta
The ‘1110011'11 footmen wear wise
which have eight rows of earle, witerw.
se these 'of the prime* of Wale. are al
Mowed seven rows, and those of the
lewd isayar of Lourdes oos gives gala
• •LisianSer trootlas irotat Is lad mAillaile Yale Vaellobeesat eeigebaosse Seems 1111
is be Some TOODo Weessi• te B. Well Developed la lime
et Thom.
At fiatainokin. Itollalt OOP.' 
A sember of autheutle anecdote*
5 teem -have survived the m of prole-, have been collected 
by Le Tour die
ease SIONISEIr the Poles and Ramat/ma Monde to illustrate the feet that the
thus of these observanoes in "switch-' 1 sentiment of 
revenge is very well do-
ling day.' It is a favorite day for veloped in some 
animals. Everybody
bashful lowers, for swiftness Of Dinh, knows that elephant*, 
for example
rather than e}equessee of tones*, sap, have bag memories when they 
are
lured' \the balsa of the sosentadt,y, subjected to treatineut that Mute
saRiran ~tern exchange. 
their feekLoes. Capt. Mime, of the
days the man has been in train. Prenoh army, discovered 
this fact to
big' for the run of hie Ufa, while the hie sorrow six weeks 
after he had
maids adjure cot-seta and nab Mph given an elephent a 
sandwich 'prin.
smut on their kneecaps every night kind with cayenne pepper. The cep-
a., wooing slumber. Molly the teiniZad almost forgotten the 
incl.
morning of "switchling day" arrives. dent when he next saw the animal
The men epees before him 'all the maid. and attempted to caress him; but the
ma of his village. Be may take Ma elephant, recognizing the practical'
pick. All he must do is to catch and joker. suddenly absorbed a quantity
serttoh and dock with water the me of dirty water from a puddle near-by
of his choice—the maid whom he and diffused it over the officer's nut
would have for his wife. If she ta form.
fleeter of toot than he and mospes Griffith, the historian), tells • story
she is tree. If the man is behoved of of two Indian elephaute at the siege
hie quarry she eeklomaartis away, of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
though his feet are in leaden is great demand, which gave unusual
shoes, value to a well that had not dried up
"Owttohtng day" at anemokla In One day, just as a small elepbant and
Easter Sunday, when all the lade and its driver were tearing the well, the
lames of the ntry round about anima carrying a pail of water, a very
gather *4 the town for the annual large and strong elephant seised the
meeting. A glrl's 'darting to ran to pail and drank the water. The smaller
accepted se • token that she Is not elephant, conscious of his inferior
averse to her pursuer, The youth* strength, showed no resentrocia bet
start is sompted as a propneal, and bided his time. One day he sew 
big
no matter what misfortune may be- enemy standing broadside by a well
fall his cessery be must provide-tor her The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
a], the days of his future life ward with all the energy at his com-
Nailed, indeed was the illustration mend, butted the big one on the side
of Otis feet In the case of Sums Main and turn bled him over into the well.
holt, who was by all odds the hone An Indian miontionary tells of an In-
neatest gIrl in the Russian colonise disereet person whom he saw tesaiug
for many miles about She wee tall an elephant by pricking his trunk with
and slander and her eyes .were same a pin and then feeding him with let.
Was. She was crowned with video lace salad which no elephant has any
bats, whisk grew in dainty ringlets see for. The animal was rather slots
dose epee her heed.. Xbits Itaabob In anger and he had not fully decided
had sew manors than she *old ao. to be mad till a half lour had elapsed,
whets he suddenly seised the man's hat
tram his head, tore it into shreds and
leag the fragments into the face of
hal tormentor.
-11. British maga:hie told, imbibe
ago, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all airmller canines, as he
was a fighter and never missed •
abase* to mix up In a row. Moet of
the dogs in the neighborhood here
sears as evidence of his ferocity and
provressa. None of them could match
Mtn In a fight- The idea finally oo
marred to them, however, that there
Is strength in usion, and so one night
about a dozen of them went to tee
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an inch of his lire. The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly deed from the woutida
haffieted. When he recovered from the
welmmeee he wa• a ch•need dog. here
hag wholly lost hi• taste f Of fighting.
dir Andrew Rtnith, a soningien told
Derwin that one day he saw a tsua
baboon in South Africa bespatter lei
mud at officer, who, ellspirk aid span,
was 'on his way to pet ed.. The orticee
had frequently teased the
which took this effective means of re-
vels's, Parrots also are among the
animals that do cot soon forret per-
sons who tcese or maitre.. them.
They mies11) find some to give
some enplestant moimode to those
who are unkind to them
IPseraerevaes
STAR A (A: 'UR. ;MOE TRADE.
• of th• Ortots•. raetor• 00
Be Pleeed els lea bibitt•so to lboo.
tr.s. LIPS 1•111T rapostitera.
Then us to be a shoe and leathes
exposition in Boston, which oceitio-
nes to he the chief market for boots
and shoes in the United States and
one feature of It is to be a repe due.
Lion of the original she ternie..- i•
the United States. says Use New V •tit
I.-.
For mar.y yeses after the aettie-
men% of the American colonies no at-
tempt was made to ram nit hi e . um
boots and shoes for the market, fixia.
wear being Imported front England
aud Prance. nilo was a iseel.at „r
head-made shoes esrlueivelt. au is
towns large enough to have a local
shoemaker, he supplied all in. needs
of the inhabitants In towns 170f
large enneeh to inotain a Tillery ents
hler a teaseling sho•maker went from
tAsee 141 place. stopping • day o• e•
week at each.
So far as is known, the first •Ane.
factory it• Maranchnsftta was sine
•ted in Donvers. not far trues the.
historic house in which Gen. Porter,
ef revolutionary fame. we. hors. Ac
early as 17016 various ahoetnakers were
at work currying. cutting end •tnve-
making At the original facteey in.
Da n••rs.
The original shoe factory of Dan-
cers can, It its said, be reproduced
without undue expense, and as tIto
boOt and shoe interest In Massechie
ogle is now not only welheata hillihed
but enjoying en enlist's' amount of
commercial prosperity, with a /urger
foreign mark•t then it e'er bad be
tore, it is thought probetee that the
exhibition will be representative in
many respects.
The chief countries to which Amer•
teen shoes ert• sent are Australia.
;caftan& the West Trotter. Cape Towe,
itexico and Canada. -
_
Hew to tasest.
The man eh() g•ts the most out of
iffe is the ooe whe is always kmktrig
ap, who is. determined that everything
he does, every inseetment he makes,
ellen leave him a little higher up, s
ittle further on. To learn, therefore,
bow to spend for the higher factiltielk
instead of the tower, so that theme's)"
qualithes, rather than the animal, map:
be developed, Is a problem that mai I
fronts us.--fincoees. , .0
many Me... illeaL.
Tot. will 1 Ed a giaid tosurlmest are
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Extremely bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its line, for the following
special occasions:
Athens, Ga.-Surmner school, June
27,-July 28, 1905.
.Knoxville, Tenn.-Summer school,
June 20-July 28, 19o.
Monteagle, Tenn.-Mionteszle Bible
Training sehoob, July 3-Aug. 55, 1905
b Monteaole, Tenn.-Woman's con-
gress, Aug. i-is, 1905.
4 Nashville, Tenn.-Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
institute, June 14-Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Mise.-Strarmer reboot,
University of Mississippi, June 14-
Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, Va.--f armers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala-Summer school
for teachers, June 16-July 28, toos.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sobd to
these points from all stations on the
I Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting Ones
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Letting-
54 ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ingtonu D. C.
C. H HUNGERFORD, D. P. it,
Louisville. Ky.
G. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Lotria, Mw.




Room Hotel-High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.'
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
, TEFfS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
• ' 'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
, Paducah
Stearn Dye Works
11 you want your clozhes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Retie. 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
ia the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURYEAR,
• ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,





Real 'Estate Law.l ip
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT






S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Mat.
203 South Third Street.
Residence or store.
Both Phones zio -Prices Ramoviable
br. B. T. Hall
,,, Office with Des. Rivers & Rivera
g* North Fifth. Both Phones asin
Residence iz.4g Oar. Old phone rip
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones aeo at residence. Office hours
7 to o m.; 2 to 3 p. m.; 7 to p.
A. S. DABNEY,
f





Wood, $1.25 per wagon
load delivered prompt-
ly ior cash. Telephone
442, old phone.
E. 'E. Bell Sons.
j. K. Hendrick, 3. G. Millar
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms z, 2 and 3 Register Build-
bid, 533 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of tits
state. Both phones 3r.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture cm
abort notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
ors to 319 South Third St
Dr. L. e. Sanders,
Specialist on Diseases of
EYE, EAR, NOSL AND THROA1
Eyes Tasted. - - - Glasses Rued
Office Howe: a. in. to p. m.
Truebeart Lui'aling, Rear 'office.
Paducah. - - - Ventuelne
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATT 0 RATE Y'A T- LA. W.



















Rooms sill and aia, Fraternity am





Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone sa.
Paducah, Keaslucky.
11. 1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE too NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence acid Office au
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones figs.-Rooms 103 and acsis
Fraternity Building.
Office phone osz, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND BURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
ALEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. s, Columbia Building
DEAL'S band anaOrchestra
Phone, t36-rtd.
SPUONEWS BUREAU. "5 KIM" FOR "IL
IT TOM P. MotteLAYL
Time is a wreck -down at Spooner's
hous•-• wreck that was formerly a piece
of blithe manhood with a marked tendency
to talk and a wen oa hie bead. The wreck
Ii question used to be saluted by his cred-
itors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, In the higheet White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., ro-
octave, now Is 'sorrow and woe SI large gently found four of his finest youngquantities and a dilapidated bureau in re
warkably small piece's.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly la
'Art. Unfeeling neighbors used to some
times sneeringly remark that it had mors
the appearance of having come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their hogs
tun through your cabbqge-patch in wild
and bristly freedom, so -ke will take theft
metre at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness and bumps settled ovei
the happy home. How to get it away was
what agitated his mind.
Sp000er's mile daughter, Cretan', bad,
it least, been so fortunate as to sorrel a
fearless being, who mai.:e her his wife-and
elle was Cydonia Spooner no longer. It
la not the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the idea that, but for this time
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have becoaoe more altitudinoue. Far Iron,
• She simply ceased, as a Spooner, to
stake the menu at three daily repasts loot
as if attacked by an itinerant sat, and to re-
merk plaintively that woman's mission on
sew veva Hunter" obligee ea rap
11600 Car a Day's ereanfogy
es Its Faros.
earth VOA not clearly donned around te.
edges.
Now that their daughter had succeeded
is committing matrimony in the first
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thins. A/to
much Ceoticular thought, they decided te
present her the sacred bureau, aroune
which clustered such hallowed associations,
ifite those iactigenows to an old battle
robe.
The mired bureau was located in the
seeped story of the Spooner domicile, is
the "spare" bedroom! How to get it down
stairs was the queetioa.
The time, several years before, who.
Una, the drumlin, had raised the pon
derous piece of tarniture to the mooed
story window, by means of Sinai remand
profanity, was still fresh in Spooner's natal
Be remembered that Jegge had measured
the berme. which was an enormously de
'eloped affair and Lout had measured the
stairway.
"Too wide far the stairs." one degas' _free
Let.
Se without any more fuss he had pro
seeded to heal it up the side el_ the house
and introduce it through • window.
But Spooner consider* himself a peer la
The way of esnoentrated think, to any two
Wigged Amman that ever wore a hairy hor-
ror for • beard cod oharged 40 pieces of
raver for carrying a Kismet trunk twe
*lock. He knew, without measuring, that
the stairs were wide enough for the be.
man Singiehanded and alone he attacked
Lb. lugubrious piece of funusare to it. ewe
native spare bedroom.
By dint of much palling and as equal
amount of healing, he succeeded in wrest-
hag it to the head of the stairway, in spit.
et the feet that it seemed coodasaally o.
mck.ita slows into, the loon. as adeter-
mined effect to resist the departure.
Glottis's ahead, be carefully lowered the
bursae toward hinmelf. The operation wee
saly marred by the trifling accident of a
She drawers slipping eat at me and the
SAM time, and al/ but to. Iasi ass barbs
lag same portion of Speorear's perms as
they tell, a wooden Mown, wen hiss, and
leaded below ia the ler of the stair-
way. The last and !eeriest drawee de.
hg l'iresalinel tit, wrong Oda up, es • Spolaw's
hem the regular order et pummel-
hint shoulders and hewed lased. Ma Mid
se the Mayflower heirloom slipped and the
61•41 gl= S. forward wove Wok the
him eimetly bus.' /tit the Ads
g:ra 
iti 
they went with air the theitemeni
and selerity that attend the mange W
k. rushing treaticallr dews the corridor,
et time.
Spooner was • triS hi advance of the
bureau when both arrived in the log" if
the stairway.
The delivers mebieli ked mode thotodaterir
a few sesionds before, bay In • confused beep.
with all passable corners upward to eel
mine the no.' h &rives Spooner.
He landed on all the.. corners sad yew
sral more that married to put in an appear
lace for that «session ordy, and the ex-
stunt and vindictive burets* steed equate-
p on it.. bead oa his quivering eorpereafty.
A wild, ruifiled yell, a sharp yet es eel-
eminooe that It startled the bets out of the
ihininey and brought Mrs. Spooaer to the
hot of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bovesu" she shrives'
'What, obi what has happeeted to or
Presently a (*let voice peed up from the
loottom of the pile where Spooner was do
mg a eontortion act beneath the bureau:
"The precious bureau is uninjured ea
est," it said. "but T am mortally wooed
vi he this catineterod• demon!"
Frightened at the awful condition of her
sieuse, buried beneath • mountain of re
aoreelees furniture and with no insurance
m his Life, Mrs. Sp000er yea for three
one*. Presently she returned Will weigh
eor Kilos. 111/ hie strong an*, the wreell
4 manhood was drawn from beneath the
• entaltent heirloom of the Roundhetie
Another measurement was Instituted, •itd
• foemer decision of doors, the deayilien.
✓as "indicated. The burema would go no
earths- dowel the "jog," few else 'mosey
eras meek narrower from the.. down.
Without a word, but with a terrible dark-
Mee reseabee depicted on bin
*age, and nom' several inehes out et ere
riereb, Spooner, assisted by Lilian eat to
work te form the bureau up to the top
4 the =Ars *gain. This they eneweeded
• eaeloonliehing, 4n Epees of the Puritanical
astable.. of that robbers erthodee Meet
at drawers.
Tbe, Spooner roll. it ever, sad ovrr,
essi, with tem neigh' "a aid1 he balaaced
• a moment on tip
With • snide of almost fiendish jog and
• egmeasedie hitee to his pantalootia, glow.
y. slipping some hum the clutches of his
me ow suereueler leitton, Spooner pushed
the bureau. POW t toiroug Hy high teeed, out•
waril. and it hunt d through the air like
die flight of • brain mobbed meteor. With
crash, it landed on the stone-doorstep.
nro Aeries Wow. tut was nothing but a
wreck of Its former ;meteor.
Col, Windyeassee's valuable dog, of the
soseit-lolosd pereumene, had, but a ease
sent before. been p miring an overshoe
on the doordep. Now he lay under the
tureen-y*1y a canine recollectioa, • hairy
oaths-spot.
Cyolenia pet so wedding premien' from her
parents; Spooner got nothing but a m%olell
smortwentof bump* and abrasions sad
• bill for $AS, said to. be the value of the
ate dog. Te all of which he oblurgated
• sueh pisturesque photo" that he sees •
aura trial the seer distance.
Miaersain ihrgisow/—Ched 1.11
John Hendrickson, a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys aqd
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
en the Cocheeton turnpike from
heifer. the field, ell riddled with
ehargeor of buckshot, which bad en-
tered the bodies just +h. i-ee
leg.
Neighbros reported that homer.
from Nee. York, rs-ho had been army-
hag at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest oz partridge, and
that shots had been heard in the
vicinitylof the field where ths; cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd.
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wound& that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed limbs. He
was seized with the Idea that they
had been miatekeil for deer by the
tunters.
Hendrickson to White Lake,
out found that the three men he
wanted liscl gone. Be ascertained
their names and addressee in New
voile and after coasiderable difficulty
.o..ated them_ He has just returned
after seeing them, and as • resillt
ef his visit he le $500 richer than
when he went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Twask Clawsita, oft Atheists. T. Oyes'.
asustos aeoislogly Imosisowoomt-
able 011loaltloo.
Atlanta, a small town south of
Bloomington, Ill., haa In Prank Claw=
son a fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies in the !Sot that he is with-
out hands. Clawson has beau a per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
yeetrifige -*ilia caught Iii -a-bliz-
sard and both bands were se badly
Ironer that they wereamputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his ad-
dling days were over, tha old instru-
ment was laid away by the owner.
The oidetime longing to bring oite
music became toe strong te be ree
stated, and he conceived th• unique
idea of playbag without hands. He
made a oontriveriee wet of heavy
wire, which eneelecl him to wield the
bow. Th• matter of fingering was
more diffieult, but by hood prectiee
he trained the stump of hie left hand
ea make the neoessary shifts fem.
se• string to another, and from po
Melon te position. With the fiddle
held in plasm by his chin and knees
and wtak the help of his fingoe
arms.. Clawson manage A to pin ,
111161116111 De much su ANIS AA torn
• YOUTHFUL. GRANDMA.
Ohm. Oarlet•ia, at Sawa Yalta, ha,.,
alatia• th• Itipaosa tea a..
Sart hares-I.
graadmether a* 19 is the record of
lire. James P. Car.stoa, et Iowa Falls.,
La., who alaime the ciletinction of being
Lb. youngest grenemother in the ms-
tire northweet. She is loping to be •
erest-grandmother by the Ono she
o 411.
Mr and Mrs srletern were mar-
ried In Ohio it years ago, Mrs. Carleton
being only 11 yearn old when ehe was
wooed, won and led to the altar by her
reuthful schcoOrnste. Leas, than twe
rears later, when only DI years of age
she beeem• a mother. 'The tendency
toward ran/ ',Barrie gee ix the Carlos-fez
tamily was trenamitted to the d•ogb
too and 'so years ago, at the age of 14,
the was married. Loot week eh* be-
clime a mother.
Ceti) recently James P. Carleton was
postmaster at lows Falls, but • few
months ago he and his wife removed to
Si.Paul. Wine., where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
III•greion•st tor Movielitiagg tb•
A premising movement hee been
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea orig
lusted with Dr. B. Jones, of Bich
mood, and several prominent . and
waiethy negooes are associated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond Plots of ten scree each
will be laid off arid upon each will
be •reeted • tone-roomed log cabin
el anthems style These plots will be
erste on easy inetallmente plane to
aerroee anxious to better them-
selves. Ther will be fives practical
arid eyeteznatto instruotion In farm-
ing, &II experienced expert from the
inetitnte at Hampton being engaged
as instructor.
Plan a Pvelltaleaa Thi II SOL
A bold, remarkable project is re.
seiwing attention among Russian en-
roneere It proposed to construct,
a tunnel tinder the main °hats of the
Coucasus mountains from a point 4*
Dille' south of Vladikawkaa. The tun-
eel will be le miles Imag and Grist
0111,000000. AA soon as the Trans-ell-
balsa railway fa finished. it le be-
lieved, this Caucasian tunnel, whit-A
ham the warm support of the mot,
will be eommeaced. From a minter,
and wienmercial pnint of view tti•
work will be fol viral Importance,
the only direct ewiminunioartiom wiles
trame-Coueasia from seutheirti Russia
Is by as ordinary read from vlagii.
avkaa to Lillis.
llobool. to Oaths.
A year ego there were 11,01111 publie
ta Cuba. wth 151,000 ehildres
W▪ m- lbws are Imolai salsei
gam. ems saw oaliaehr age
4 tms. _
ULF CULTVRE PLANO
Secretary Wilson to Encourage D.
volopment of the Industry.
111121 Ask Comorwas tor .10,000 for
Purpose of Preliminary rest and
Inoreettuation et What Can It.
DOM, in Slatted States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
of sgriculture, is determined to re
A•• merest in the cultivation of silk
worms and mulberry trees in tio
United States, and the sum of I0,00o
which he has asked coagress to give
Wm to develop silk culture in the
United States for a preliminary teat
sad investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
ef mulberry trees and the care of
worms.
If the appropriation asked for ii
granted Seciilary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the 'south, on accouni
of the large amount of cheap lahoi
to he procured there. If the results
in the south are at all satisfactory
1: n the men. women and even the
ahildren will be appealed to by the go v
arnment to lend a hand in establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The -^rir
Is about all done in tLe spring, &Aid is
my plans carry, by next spring every
Member of congress will have at hit
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to Ma constituents. I think it
likely that I shall eal: upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tuskegee, Ala. Hs is ready there
he take hold of the experiment and
do much in a short time in educating
the people in 411k culture.
"Bo far as I am concerned. I know
silk culture can be made a success in
this Country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar Industry
would be • success, but h is a success,
teed the total yield this year will be
600,000 tons of sugar. We are vow-
ing excellent tee plants in this eoun-
by to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way-
that Is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
apon the leaves. The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and he tea
mediately improves almost any ides
ar industry he inifiorts."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
▪ Goverwer Ullwa.111
AMOV4e/LII elois•y for Coo la
the Islam..
Authority for the conversion et an
Hawaiian silver coins, into eorreepead-
lag coins ef the United States and for
She immigration of a limited number of
Chinese laborers conditioned upon
their engaging In agricultural purruite
.'sly dating their residence in the ter-
ritory and their return to their own
1011D try epos ceasing to be farmers are
the chief recommendations of H. I.
Cooper, sating governor of Hawaii, in
his annual repel..
The prosperity of the islanda, accord-
ing to the acting governor, depends on
the successful and econornte.al produo-
tion of sugar. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planters"
ho waYs. "never has and Ilt•IrT will in-
lazier* with either American akilled or
anskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means million., of dollars spent for ma-
shinery, building materials, tools, steel
and iron and other supplies of Amer!.
elm manufacture."
neer Joroere Pure rood Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
fod law In the United States has just
(gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been ntrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy corn
soissioner has been abolished and his
duties have come under those of the
altlef food inspect ir. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
ean come into use for human con-
sumption ae food or drink is included
under the law. The inspection will
smell take In canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the Mate or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for lay-
man food.
Disproves Koellt Theory.
Positive signe of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu•
kited with germs by Dr. George D
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become MOTO pronounced
sad will then kill the cow and hold
an eutopay. Dr. Harney is now cer-
tain that he Iasi disproved Dr. loch's
theory that human tuberculosis end
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
monloable. Dr. Barney said last
night that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
Eoch's theory.
Psi  Is British lallas Jails
No fewer than 687,884 prisoners
were in 'he prisons of British India
1899-1000-au increase of 92,064
over the number for 1891. Of tilde
huge total only 24 655 were females,
Which Is a smaller proportion thee
in worrtern trountrito.
airs es a tietsate.
I. sew form of benefaction to •
Row England town le that taken, Is
the gift of Franc • floken. •••• Nee
Teole who hoe gives so. -ha.
Ismia. • as•-•tx bet 14%,
WONDERFUL BRAM WORK..
Weave Tax upon the liemeteee at
Clarke la Cho Vatted States
Hallway Postal servlaa,
Millions of people are corny taint.'"
nowadays of beire taxed beeocioliy,
but an army of 'nee in tie employ
of Uncle Sam are burdened with a
mental practice unLeard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other enentry of
the world. Things that a ailway
postal clerk must rememties ave in.
erealed in such %ultimot that lee- would
think every cell of his toe& would
ne tilled ye-1.h the name of e t °nice
ir railer's; conecctica, Won-
ter is t, et the clerk's mind ttoes not
falter under the oressueo. Despite
these facts cases bif insanity amoog
etils class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maie CA r ed
for several years a record of 21.000
cards (which take the place of lett
eraminationsl with an average per
sent, of correct distribution of • free:
Lion over 99 per gent. Ile knew bow to
reach that many offices in eeee lei
Matto by eue shortest, quickest row-,
and ' e knew the correct location et
each office in its state.
A • clerk on the New York and ('Li-
ago railway post office must know
the correct location of every post of.
ace in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, indiaria
Minnesota, Solah Dakota wee Ne-
braska. In tb,ese seven statee there
are 12,317 post offices. Not only is the
elerk required to be "up" on the gen-
eral scheme, which means the corr.-et
location of the post offices ii, each
state, but ho must know how to reach
the whole 12.0n0 post offices 'mm one
or more stations.
A clerk running between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 year*.
learning 13,300 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while ma-
tting over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute be must distribute let-
ters to the ,carriees on_tbe Chi de- _
livery. He must know not onlcyafetere-
every public building and leading mere
santile house is located, but also how
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar street .so that he can '`tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
:ng to the route of this latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 20
examinations he came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per mat. each.
Think of such a task, taking inte
consideration the puzzling simarity
of names that are used to desiknato
post offices! Thee, too, must be con-
sidered the fact stet there are hun-
dreds of cases erLere in each state is
• poet office of the same name. For
tnstance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Ham-
titan, six Grants, four Oarflelds, four
Genevan, four Smithrilles, foar Spar-
tas and five Jefferson'', and so on.
in some instances there is a poet of-
Ace of the same name in each o6 the
seven states. As one may imairtne.,
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
Tao cis samplos ita4141%-olvia-1musbill
risk er or ii,. yea ?vibe- haw
tart to rimer
From a story in St. Nicholas we
alip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was a time when the Amer,-
Ma mountain lion was one of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
anti sea 111119.11111111TTi ;Nem was elle Ise she
most terribly armed and powerful of
the cat ramiiy. It was a oonipaci
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
Jaws, sharp teetl, and claws like
Neel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quiets,
towered with a matlomat of loose skin
that was as tough as leather.' It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against each an animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
in the school-books of 40 eseire ago.
that "three British mastiff' can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. Ha was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
be 'rolled down," that was exactly
the position In which he fought best
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so sterile; that it could
not be held in any position-well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was moat "up."
Be once was found in all the Rocky
mountain region.. from the jaguar-
haunts•d tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
northern •winter blizzard; but he at-
tained his greatest sire and ferocity
oa the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Axisona.
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot he ie to fins, any of the
old-time power o ferocity.
Oilsolaire fee Illarral Readier.
Am his children attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything eon-
eerning them whtdh appeared in the
newripapers,paetert into albums, and
these were hand. d weir to them whet,
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning, and each el his children
has * volume of newspaper ratting@
Sating from ehe day at bileta.-0*
soeto Chrenise• - • --





Have you that tired, worn-out feel-
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy
spells? Do you have shooting pains
In the head, back, arms and legs? 
Is
your appetite bad? If you have these
symptoms you need a
Bile Capsule
The price is 5 cents each. This
week they cost you nothing. Thei
r
value to you cannot be estimated be-
cause they may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The
dose is one every 30 days.
Manufactured only at gone to Terrell, Texas, for a visit.
Mrs. Bertha Clarendon of Louis-
ville, has arrived for a few days' visit
to Miss Theresa Petter, Elizabetk
street.
• Miss Woodson ketorned yesterday
Prescriptions called for and deliv- to her home in Owensboro after vis-
ezed to any part of the city. iting Mrs









FOR RENT — Two furnished
reenie al 410 South Third stre
et.
WANTED—To rent a furnished
hountsteseddelleage..L... care Register.
WANTED—Colored boy to fire
fureace at Paducah Toilet Suppl
y
company at 175.4 Monroe.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4
POSITION WANTED—By nice
r8-year old white girl, doing house-
work. Address L. R., this office.
_ STRA_Y_EP-e-Toeme dark bay. 14-
hand liciene aad ure Intitlen,—Lier Ma:
seeidrand clay color horse mule. Re-
ward paid for delivery of the mules
to A. eM . La evi son & Co.
4 i elk & 4 • ,
'•••
FOR SALE—A two-dory frame
dwelling, "seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, gpood
cot bisecEngs, nice yard with shade
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. 
New
phone No. 63o.
Thursday Morning, July 27, zgo5.
11, 1=••••1
LOCAL NEWS
—Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schnuck, of
Meyers iltreet, have a new boy baby.
—Partly cloudy and probable show-
ers is the weather prediction for to-
day.
—Mr. and Mrs. Otis Childress:jot
Mechanicsburg, have a new girl baby
at their home.
—Ed Allen, colored, was fined $50
by Juttice Tapp, of Grahamville, yes-
▪ terday on the charge of c-arrying con-
cealed weapons.
—Patrolman Ernest Hill is ill at
6k home on Harrison street, while
°fetter Albert Senser is able to be
out after a several days' sickness.
—Mr. Lorene Englert, who was
taken ill with cramp colic, has de-
veloped typhoid fever and is quite ill.
—Fire ladders have been pat up at
the I. C. ehop buildings here, to help
1st case of fire.
—Next Monday Supervisor Bert
Johnson, of the county made, will
start the extension of the Biandvilk
gravel road and also begin the Calvert
City road, which will run from the
Itenton gravel mad to the Marshall
county line.
7-Mr. Henry Hand, the expert book
keepths'yesterday finished getting off
' iris report showing the business done
by the People's Horne Purchasing
company. He 'turned the document
oveeesto Receiver Cecil Reed, who
' Sayi he will not give it out for publi-
cation.
—The Gun club holds is Practice
shoot today * the Wallace park
traps. After today one of-the traps
will be moved from its original po-
eition ,e5 as to get it out of the way
for the star* military encampment
that wile be on that part of the park
grounds.
Take On Any of 'Em.
The Belvedere baseball club has de-
feated about everything in the juvenile
line on the diamond' and find it
hard to get any club to go up
against them. They issue a chellenge
to any, either inside or outside the
tit. The club is composed of fifteen
year-old tads and they want some
thing fresh to defeat, so are open for
negotiations through this paper.
Had a Fight.
Charles Reed, a steamboat cook,
and James Earnhardt, a farmer, yes-
terday afteteron had a fight down
about the Yttkeolike saloon on Ken-
tucky avenue .between Second and
Third streets.. They were arrested
by Detective William Baker and 
a
breach of the peace charge enter
ed
against them.
Mr. S. J. Abbott, of Golconda, Il
l.,
was here yesterday visiting his 
son,
Mr. Charles Abbott. 
t
County Clerk George Landrum and
wife, of Smithlatel, were here yester-
day.
Messrs. Charles Weak and Samuel
Levy returned yesterday from New
York and other Eastern cities.
Councilman John G. Rehleo,pf will
return today from up the Ohio river,
where he and his family have been on
a fishing outing.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hughes have
_A rcadia.
Dr. Mac Hill, of Princeton, has ar-
rived here to have charge of the of-
fice of Dr. C. E. Whitesides while
the latter is away at Creel Springs.
Miss Nellie Barry has gone to Hen
deoson for a visit.
Miss Dorothy Burnham left last
night for Clarksville, Tenn., to at-
tend the house party of Mies Lena
St a norod.
Mrs. William Miller and children
will return today from visiting in
Mayfield.
Mr. Pete Stanley and two daughters
Miss Helen Stone and Wise Flossie
Craig, have gone to Cincinnati to
make the round trip aboard the Lee
line.
Miss Georgia Rion, of Paris, Ky.,
has returned home after visiting the
Misses Hill, of Nfadison near Eighth
street.
Mr. Joe Klein was In Cairo yester-
day on business.
Mr. George Bernhard 'went to Chi-
cago yesterday.
Major J. H. A9heraft hay returned
from St. Louis and the round trip up
the Tennessee river aboard the City
of Sakilike
Dr. J. E. Woeifle and family have
gone to Cairo and Grand Chain, Ill.,
+Dr J. S. Troutman has returned
from a business trip Louisville.
Miss Minnie Sou/-r, of the I. C.
hospital, went to r'aireago last 'night
on her vacation o two weele,
Mirs. David Ritoff, of South Fourth
street, has returned from Dayton,
Ohio, where she left her father bet-
ter.
Nies. Martin Sitith has returned
from' visiting in Frankfort.
Mrs. nartley Schmitt and two
children, of East St Louis, is visit-
ing Me-. AI E. Young.
Mr. D. Snaith !eft yesterday for
le, Tenn., on busine?/s.
Mr. ,ansie Brooks has returned
to Me-Aian, Miss., after visiting his
parent • Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Broolcs.
Coy ty Clerk Charles Graham went
to Da ..4on yesterday.
Rev. J. H. Robert-. returned yester-
day Tr erning from a trip to Gibson,
Tenn.
Mrs. 'Utiles L. Gardner and daugh-
ter, Mi Madie, have returned from
,yipating n Cincinnati and New Al-
bany, Ind.
Lawyer Arthur Martin returned
yesterday met eing from Louisville.
Mr. Harry (1. Tandy, wife and
child, of Frankfort, arrive in a few
days to remain during the state en-
campment.
Col. Sol C. Vaughan ha, returned
from leouieville and Dawson.
Mfrs. John Vogt, of Nashville. is
here attending the bedside of her sick
grandmother, Mrs. Mayfield, of Hunt-
ingdon Row.
Postman Allard Williams has re-
turned from Dixon Springs, Ill.
Mr. Ned Ashbrook returned yes-
terday from. visiting his uncle, Mr
George t t, of Mayfield.
Mr. Emmet Gleaves, of Carthage,
Mo.. is here visiting his father, Mr.
Eugene &leaves.
Mrs. Carl Swanson yesterday went
to Louisville and Memphis to visit.
Miss Dez Mpore has returned from
siting Miss Lena Gardner, of May-
field.
Miss Lillian Gregory yesterday
went to Fort Smith, Ark., for a vt.
Miss Della Caldwell, of Louisville,
is visiting Misr. Gertrude Underwood,
or' West Tensible street.
Miss Mine Utterback has gone to
Fulton to visit Miss Piles.
Judge James Campbell has return-
ed from Isouievilke
Miss Mamie Townsend has returned
horn Dawson.
Miss Fanny Carney is back from a
sojourn at Da wson Springs.
Mrs. John Deli has gone to Mem-
phis and Dixon Springs, IR.
Mr. Ike Friedman returned yester-
day from Mayfiekl.
Dr. W. F. Alivey returned yester-
day from Louisville.
Mr. J. L. Kilgore returned yester
day from Atwlerson% Ind.
Mr. Charles Reed, Mrs. G. 1-1. War-
nekin and Miss Emma Reed will re-
turn from Canada Sunday.
Mr. Robert Russell and wife went
to Arkansas yesterday to visit.
Mr. George Beyer and wife are vis-
iting in Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. Fon Hatch 11141• retur rem
vi sit i mg in Arlirigtore Terrnk
Mr. Edward Wheeler has tetutned
from Battle Creek, Mich.
Mr. Thomas Ward and wife are
visiting in Fulton-
Chief Gardener Wm. H. Keller, of
the I. C., passed through here .Tues-
day accompanie) by a committee of
•LPFS SPECIAL SALE 
TO.
0 Per Cent
OFF our regular Plain Marked prices
For Cash Only
Before moving back in our own new
building, 327 BROADWAY, we have decided to sacrifice our stock, to
keep from moving, and at the same time make room for our immense
Fall and Holiday stock which will arrive September 1st.
T
J. L WOLFF, Jeweler, TEM
PORARILY RIta BUILDING,
318 BROADWAY.
officials, who are out over the system
inspecting the gardens and lawns
maintained at each city of any 'size.
Next week the committee decides
which flower bed or lawn gets the
prize•
Stationman Will Haffey, of the No,
fire department, goes to Saxon,
Milo., Saturday to spend several days.
Mr. Thomas Nance returned yes-
terday from Louisville, and is pre-
paring to go to Denver, Col., to re-
side, his daughter having gone there
the first of this month on account of
her health. Mr. Nance has resigned
his place as district manager in Wes,-
tern Kentucky for the Mutual Renefit
Life Insurance company.
Misses Dottie Mae Brown, of Lou-
isville, is visiting the Misses Clark,
of Trimble street.
lieesses. John Bleecicer and D. P.
Robinson went to Nashville, Tenn.,
yesterday. They are of the Stone &
Webster company, that bought the
local street railway, gas and beating
companies.
'Mir. Fred McKnight, the timber
king, returned yesterday from up the
Tennessee river aboard his steamer
Sycamore, that brought out a tow of
lumber that will be taken to Joppa
this morning and unloaded ,
Manager W. 0. Britt, of the Pea-
nut factory, has returned from Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Miss Elsie Bradford, the head
nurse at Riverside hospital, has re-
signed to return in a few day.. to her
borne in Lexington, Ky., and be at
the bedside of her sick mother.
Mir. G. W. Gana, the electrical
wire inspector for the Kentucky and
Tennessee board of fire underwriters,
passed through here yesterday en-
route to Hopkinsiritle on businass1/4,
Mr. and Mrs. John Dippii- 1101 to
Owensboro today for a few weeks
visit, and retprning the former goes
with the carpt deo:arm-sent of the
Rhodes-Burford eetabliehmende
Messrs. Melvin and Herbert Wal-
lerstein, Harry Stanley and Rev. W.
H. Fine-whether went to Benton
yesterday on the train and returned
overland. is the foiele automobiler
which broke clown there Sunday and
could not be brought back until the
arrival yesterday of the new sprocket
wheel that was taken out and put on
the machine.
Refugees Fleeing
YELLOW FEVER AT NEW OR-
LEANS SCARING THOU-
SANDS AWAY.
Mr. George Kennedy Returned to His
Ballard County Home in Get-
ting Out of the Way .
Captain Wade Brown returned Tuts
day night on the Dick Fowler fro
m
Cairo, 'having come to the latter pea
ce
by train from Wickliffe, where he
has been j,n business. While en 
route
home Mr. Brown Mat Mr. Henry Ke
n
nedy, the sten of Mr. George Ke
nne-
dy, the well known farmer who re-
sides on the Oscar Turner planta
tion
in Ballard county. The younger 
Mr.
e rrnedy had just returned from Ne
w
Orleans where he bed been the 
past
few years attending college and 
study
Seg. He was scared' out by the yel-
low fever, and Stated that 
thousands
of people are daily leaving the Cre
s-
cent City where hundreds of cases 
of
yellow fever exists.
In speaking of the plague Mr. 
Ken-
nedy continued that the health author
ities of New Orleans sent out ve
ry
erroneous and inereliabk report e 
in
trying to keep the outside world f
rom
knowing the real status of affai
rs
there. The college seselent e
xpress-
ed the belief that several hun
dred
eases of fever existed at that 
South-
ern place, and it Wile growing w
orse
every day. In coming out/ of Ne
w
Orleans lie was aboard the train 
with
several hundred other refuge es% an
d
one of the New Orleans health offi-
cers accompanied the train all 
the
v.ay to Cairo, none of the refu
gees
being permitted to get off at any i
n-
eel-mediate point, as the coach doo
rs




:West Kentucky Coal Co
HAS PURCH,ASED THE ENTIRE PLANT
OF THE UNITED STATES GAS, COAL &
COKE CO., AND TRADE WATER COAL
CO. NO CHANGE IN MANAGEMENT
-DONNT FORGET
4.1yli„SIL K,INJUCKY COAL CO.
INCORPORATED.







Supply House Has Already Taken
measurements and Quoted Fig-
ures for Proposed Plant
Mr. E. Rehleopl, the leatherwork-
ing and hardware dealer of Second
street and Broadway. is coutemplasts
ing Metalling ass up-to-date sprink-
hng system in his cluster of handsome
bummer houses in order to equip bins
self well in case of fire. He several
weeks ago had a Cincinnati sprink-
ling man here to take the measure-
n ents of the different buildings he
siccopie-s end now has heard what the
outfit will cost him and probabilities
arc it will be installed right away.,
Mr. Rehkopf himself occupies three
three-story buildings, one on Broad
way pear Second for his office on the
first for, and imidlery department
upsteirs, while on Second ltrect his
general leather salesrooms are on the
first floor of one structure and hard
ware stock on the ground floor of
the adjoining structerre, while on the
ground floor of the next building
owned by him% is occupied by the
Famous pants factory stock. In the
stories above are his   harness-making
and other large departments.
Fire of an, Mom:linty origin has
burned him out several times and be
has lost thousand's of dollars in this
vi ay, until now he will probably order
the eprirrldirrg system which will cost
a large sum, hat be the most service-
able means of pronection available.
The system is a network of pipes hid-
den in the ceiling of every floor.
works and always kept filled wiltvtai%
These pipes are connected with
unlimited supply of atter. In the
pipes are hole's filled with a stone
wax-like composition which it
by the hear of a fire when orie
out. Melting of the enmposition opens
the holes and lets volumes of water
flow out and Reeod the building 90 that
airy Maze is quickly extitiguislted.
Many fires get good headway, before
discovered by- people and the heat
becomes ineense, therefore the
hug system is not excelled in
as the beat npens the holes a
water doe, the balessee towards ex-
town. 
tingtsiukring the blare without asp" as-
Mr. Kennedy states the
 railroad 1 sisters?* from fire departments.
would not sell him a ticket at 
any When Mr. Reirkopf gets the
 system
station south of Cairo. 'After re





Be Healthy and Strong
Pure Malt is recognized everywhere as the surest,
quickest builder of health and roereele The most




Belvedere nourishes /he serves and massifs. It's good
for sick people and ..-...rvaleecents becaure it's PURE
and properly aged. And it's good ler everybady
who enictril a clear, aparklhig. perfect leer—
the loot
beer to be found anywhere.
Ask for Belvedere. the Master Brew, .d






. For KEVIL'S -
ARISTOCRAT [[OUR
The Standard Flour o
The World,
The grand jury at Wavhingtoo has
been given special instructions rela-
tive to inveatigating leak in the cot-*
ton reports as put out, by the agri-
euttoral department.
Twin children, seven years old, of
L i Tit of Bra-ddock P
i Mg the Egyptian city he got aboard
 tion of the eminent, but teeing a 
pro- re 1."3" , a
., wet
l the Fowler and left her ale 
Turner igressive business home. be will 
keep btkned to death in their home, as the
lanelinll, glad to get home 4:dive.
 v2tpact with the times,






Frank G. Bigelow, the Milwauk
banker who stole 40 heavily from t
bank and trusts, had assets of
sae His defakations are now lined
at $3,00e000.
Senator Mitchell, of Oregon, co
eicted of misusing his toffite in le
fraud, is stenteneed to pay, a flee
et,000 and seT Vt ix moautra in Jail.
•
I.
Akisliova- eteeles
•
